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Foreword

Early childhood is a crucial stage of life. It is a time when 
children need personal care and attention. Children who receive 
due attention early in life are likely to do better in school and 
make better adjustments in social life in future. Learning in 
early stages of life provides a foundation for further learning 
later in life. Researches in the field of ECE highlight the need for 
ECE professionals and stakeholders to know how children grow 
and develop, how they best learn and gather experiences inside 
and outside early childhood education centre.

As society becomes aware of the criticality of early years 
in human development and long-term effects of quality early 
childhood care and education, the need for providing age and 
developmentally appropriate educational experience gains 
momentum. Section 11 of the RTE Act, 2009 underlines the 
need for providing quality early childhood education by stating 
“....with a view to prepare children above the age of three years for 
elementary education and to provide ECCE for all children until 
they complete the age of six years, the appropriate Government 
may make necessary arrangements for providing free pre-school 
education for such children.” In this context, a resource material 
that caters to the needs of all concerned has been developed by 
involving practitioners and experts.

The document titled ‘Smooth and Successful Transitions’ 
provides readiness indicators as well as suggestive activities that 
can be organised at the age of three to five years for providing rich 
experiences to young children in all the domains of development. 
The efforts made by the faculty members of the Department of 
Elementary Education, NIE, NCERT in the development of this 
document is highly appreciated. It is hoped that the document 
would serve the felt needs of the field functionaries, planners 
and managers of early childhood education.

We invite feedback from the stakeholders to help us improve 
the future editions ofthe document.

hRuShikeSh Senapaty
Director

New Delhi National Council of Educational 
December, 2016 Research and Training
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PreFACe

The early years are most important years in the life of a person 
as there are obvious and noticeable changes taking place during 
these years. Environment and experiences for young children 
are critically important as they help in shaping the personality 
of the child and determine how the child will develop. Research 
studies have shown that preschool experiences of good quality 
enhance children’s all round development including physical/
motor, social, emotional and cognitive development. Such 
experiences not only affect a child’s development but actually 
change the physical structure of the brain (Dana Alliance for 
Brain Initiatives, 1996). The implications of such research 
findings are great for parents/caregivers and teachers of young 
children. The physical and psychological environment, the 
interactions and experiences they provide to children have far 
reaching impact on the development of children. 

This handbook has been developed primarily to help teachers, 
parents and other caregivers to know how to observe and 
notice the development and learning taking place in children. 
The focus has been to provide some guidance for optimising 
child’s total development. Creative and child based processes 
are essential for children to develop skills in problem solving 
and generation of innovative ideas.  This document would be a 
comprehensive guide to planning programmes with an activity 
based and developmentally appropriate curriculum for children 
at the pre primary level. 
The unique features of this handbook are as follows:-
● The document describes the meaning and significance of 

readiness. It presents the need for developing appropriate 
readiness amongst young children in order to help them 
make a smooth and successful transition to the primary 
school. 

● Considering ECE a two-year programme, the indicators have 
been presented in two sections — at the end of the first year 
of pre-primary and also at the end of the second year/exit 
level of pre-primary when children would be joining primary 
schools. 

● Another feature of the document is that it not only provides 
the indicators in different domains of development but 
also gives a plethora of activities and ideas through which 
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teachers and other caregivers can support the young 
children to obtain a desired level of readiness.

● The document also provides a format for the teachers to 
observe and keep a record of the progress of each child 
with respect to different indicators in specific domains. This 
would help them to plan individualised experiences as well 
as group activities for the young children.

● Adaptations for young children with disabilities as well as 
for anganwadis and pre-schools with space constraints have 
been provided at the appropriate places in the document 
The handbook has been organised into four chapters. 

Chapter one titled ‘Introduction’ explains the meaning and role 
of readiness for improving the quality of primary education.  The 
chapter also spells out that in order to get young children ready 
for school it is important that the preprimary centre, teachers 
and other caregivers, parents and community members are ready 
to welcome the children and give them appropriate experiences.  
Chapter two titled ‘Developing School Readiness for Pre-primary 
and Beyond’ discusses how to get children ready appropriately.  
The readiness has been discussed at two levels; at the end of 
first year in the preprimary centre and at the end of second year 
of the preprimary when children are supposed to join class one 
in the primary school.  This transition can be made smoother 
and successful by giving children lots of opportunities and 
experiences in all the domains of development. Chapter three 
provides indicators as well as activities and ideas that could 
be organised to develop specific skills and abilities in young 
children after first year of pre-primary. Chapter four presents 
indicators as well as activities and ideas after second year of 
pre-primary or at the exit level of pre-primary. 

 It is expected that with the help of indicators the preschool 
teachers, parents and other caregivers will understand the 
expected progression in the learning and development of the 
child and will use the activities and ideas to help the young 
children being capable of acquiring age and developmentally 
appropriate skills.  This document has been developed after 
realising the need for such an exemplar material in the field.  
This handbook can be used by teacher trainees, preschool 
teachers, parents, school managers, educational advisors and 
primary teachers.  It will be our pleasure to receive feedback 
on the first edition of the handbook which will be utilised for 
necessary modifications in the future editions.
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1
Introduction

By the time, young children enter pre-primary and primary 
school; they undergo various changes and transitions. They 
might have attended some child care center, playgroup, 
anganwadis, balwadis, or a pre-school. They keep on learning 
to adjust to challenges and environment of their newly found 
little world. Each child responds in a different manner to 
such challenges and accordingly deals with the transitions 
initially from home to pre-primary center and then from pre-
primary center to primary school. During this process it is 
important to know whether the children are having a smooth 
transition. Are they adjusting well and do they get a feeling 
of insecurity in their new environment? In case this is not 
happening, do we need to assist them for their smooth and 
successful transition?
Some Research studies reveal that –
●	 Quality ECCE programme helps children below six years 

to develop a sound foundation for all round personality 
development and prepares them better for primary school.

●	 Young children are capable of learning more in a stress 
free environment.

●	 Phonological awareness at pre-primary school is a 
powerful prediction of success in reading in a primary 
school.

●	 Early literacy skills, concept building skills, thinking 
skills,	 self	 confidence	 and	 self	 control	 are	 critical	 for	
children’s later school success.
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2 Smooth and SucceSSful tranSitionS

●	 First generation learners enter school with marked 
deficiencies	 in	 phonetic	 and	 audio	 visual	 skills,	 thus,	
they are “at risk” for school success.

●	 Good quality ECCE can lead to better retention and 
learning in all children including those with disabilities.

●	 School readiness through good ECCE programme provides 
basis	for	significant	gains	in	learning.

●	 Girls who are attached to ECCE programmes are more 
ready for primary school, cope better and stay longer 
than girls who are not.

What are the Reasons for Early School Failure?
All those who are concerned with the quality of their 
young children’s education and learning try and make 
efforts to improve their children’s capacity to develop 
to their full potential to learn and adapt. As we all know, 
universalisation of elementary education has been a major 
national concern.‘Universalisation’ is not only for giving all 
children including those with disabilities and belonging to 
marginalised groups the opportunity to come to school but 
also ensuring that they are retained at school till they are 14 
years. While enrolment rates have soared in the last decades, 
the corresponding retention and attainment levels continue 
to	 remain	 distressingly	 low.	 One	 of	 the	 significant	 factors	
identified	 for	 this	 situation	 is	 that	 a	 very	 large	percentage	
of	children	enrolled	 in	primary	schools	are	first	generation	
learners who do not have the necessary preparedness for 
primary schooling. They come from homes which are unable to 
provide an environment conducive for creating the motivation 
and competence to meet the demands of primary education. 
Even among those who continue to attend school, a large 
percentage go through primary classes without learning to 
read, write and do number work. Research has shown that 
those children who come to Class I after attending quality 
early childhood education programme at an anganwadi, 
balwadi, or a nursery school, show better rates of retention 
and achievement in the primary classes since they come 
better prepared. On the other hand children, who continue 
with no preparedness or weak foundation, fail to attain the 
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3IntroductIon

academic skills expected of them. Therefore, there is a need 
to understand that unless we provide good quality early 
childhood education to all children, primary education will 
have high dropout, poor retention and learning.

Children who do not have pre-primary experience or 
early childhood education, and enter directly into Class I, 
face	difficulty	in	coping	up	with	formal	learning	in	Class	I.	
Similarly, children who attend low quality pre-primary/ECE 
Center and do not get developmentally appropriate activities 
and	experiences	also	find	it	equally	difficult	to	readily	adjust	
and cope with the teaching learning styles in the primary 
schools.

When young children are not given meaningful and 
adequate readiness experiences at the right time i.e during 
early years, they are not able to take up formal reading, 
writing and mathematics in Grade I. For example, when 
children are not able to identify the sounds of letters, they 
find	difficulty	in	decoding	the	words.

Often children come to pre-primary school less prepared 
or without any preparedness in skills such as phonological 
awareness i.e understanding that words are made up of 
sounds and knowledge about print. When the children are 
not	aware	of	the	sounds	of	letters,	they	find	reading	difficult.	
Likewise, when they do not get play based developmentally 
appropriate	 experiences	 in	 all	 domains	 it	 is	 difficult	 to	
expect their holistic development. For example, if there is no 
story-telling, conversation, picture reading in a pre-primary 
classroom, children would enter the primary school with 
limited	vocabularies	and	it	would	be	further	difficult	for	them	
to add new words to their existing vocabulary. As they progress 
to grades II and III, with their limited vocabulary they start 
finding	it	difficult	to	comprehend	what	they	are	reading.

What to Do?
When	 young	 children	 enter	 the	 school	 for	 the	 first	 time,	
they informally compare it with their home. The school 
environment needs to be stress free so that the children feel 
secure and the teachers must try to establish a rapport with 
them and keep them happy. The teacher needs to plan her 
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4 Smooth and SucceSSful tranSitionS

programme using both small and large group activities so 
that the children learn to interact with each other and work 
together in groups. Another point to remember is that young 
children will not enter school well prepared unless their 
parents, families, pre-primary schools, primary schools and 
communities provide the environment and experiences that 
support their holistic development i.e. physical, motor, social, 
emotional, language, literacy, and cognitive development.

The school environment has to be made attractive and 
child friendly so that children like to come to school. It should 
adapt to the diverse needs of young children. Besides the 
affectionate behaviour of the teacher, the classroom should 
be attractive with good and relevant displays at the eye level 
of children. The teacher and the school should be ready to 
welcome all children including those with disabilities and 
belonging to marginalised groups in terms of its programme, 
teaching strategies, environment, teaching learning material 
etc., instead of expecting the children to be ready. 

In short the expectations should be from stakeholders 
including the parents, teachers and school too rather than 
expecting all readiness on the part of the children.

Issues that are likely to cause lack of School Readiness 

•	 Lack	 of	 literacy	 rich	 environment	 at	 home	 and	 in	 pre	
primary centers and schools. Poor-socio economic status.

•	 Parent	child	interaction	not	stimulating	enough.
•	 Limited	early	childhood	experiences.
•	 Untrained,	unprepared	 teachers	and	support	 staff	 at	 the	

pre-primary centers.
•	 Lack	of	stimulating	pre-school	environment	 (outdoor	and	

indoor).
•	 Large	teacher-pupil	ratio.
•	 Ignorance	about	developmentally	 appropriate	programme	

at the ECCE Centers.
•	 Stressful	 transition	 from	 home	 to	 pre-primary	 and	 pre-

primary to primary setting.
•	 Inadequate	 language	 readiness	 programmes	 effect	 fluent	

reading by grade I/II.
•	 Lack	of	necessary	support	to	cater	to	CWSN/differentally-

abled children.
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5IntroductIon

Ready Parents, Families and Communities
The role of adults is immense in giving the child a conducive 
and stimulating environment. The adults who willingly take 
the responsibility of the childrens’ readiness to school and 
involve themselves directly and positively do matter in the 
proper development of children. Mothers, fathers and other 
adults	who	are	around	the	young	children	are	their	first	and	
most important teachers. Their role is crucial in making the 
children ready for school as they can provide them with steady 
and supportive relationships, safe and joyful environment 
and can generate curiosity and excitement about learning.

Just like families, communities too play a crucial role 
in supporting families in their roles towards children’s 
readiness. When local community groups, businessmen and 
governments work collectively for developing early childhood 
care and education facilities, the impact is visible. They can 
serve their young children in a number of ways such as 
opening good quality day care and early childhood education 
centers as per the needs, providing space and equipments 
for the centers, orienting and educating parents on the need 
for ECE and providing educational and technical support to 
the workers of the preschool centres/anganwadis.

The parents need to be guided on how to take care of 
their young children’s early learning. Parents of young 
children need to be aware of the importance of early 
childhood education and early brain development. They 
should not transfer their stress and frustrations onto their 
children. They need to provide a loving, caring and nurturing 
environment at home with unconditional love. Instead 
of	 fulfilling	 all	 demands,	 they	 should	 buy	 and	make	 low/
no cost age appropriate toys and play material for their 
little ones. They should try to share quality time with their 
children, play with them, interact with them and gradually 
make them ready to go to the Early Childhood Center or pre-
primary school. Parents should see that there is a smooth 
transition	from	home	to	ECE	Center	as	this	is	the	first	time	
when the child is going to be away from her/his home to 
a new environment. If possible, it is always better to take 
the child to the ECE center once s/he gets registered and 
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6 Smooth and SucceSSful tranSitionS

let her/him get familiar with the environment of the Center. 
Parents should also make sure that the child is toilet trained 
and is able to tell her/his needs to the caregivers at the ECE 
Center. Some children with special needs may take more time 
to get toilet trained and may need support at the ECE centre 
for the same. In short, when families and communities are 
ready then only they will be able to prepare the children for 
ECE	centers	and	primary	schools.	As	the	first	five	years	are	
the most crucial period in the development of the brain, the 
role of parents and communities become all the more crucial. 
School readiness includes parents education and a positive 
and supportive approach to young children’s education and 
the transition from home to school.

Ready Pre-primary and Primary School 
Transition from home to Pre-primary to Primary School

The transition from home or child care center/creche to 
a pre-primary setting is the right opportunity to involve 
parents and community in young children’s early education. 
The pre-primary school teachers can organise parent 
education workshops or conferences and can work with 
parents, community members, creche workers to prepare 
children for pre-primary school. The teacher will be able 
to know the relevant information about children’s skills 
and talents, through such planned interactions. Similarly, 
when the children move from pre-primary to grade one of 
a primary school, grade I teachers need to be involved and 
parents also need to be informed about the progress of their 
children. It will create a continuity in children’s transition 
from pre-primary to a primary school and in their educational 
environment. The portfolios of each child from pre-primary 
school should be shared and given to grade I teacher to help 
her understand the children.

The pre-primary and the primary schools should be ready 
to welcome all their children including those with disabilities 
in terms of the following:
●	 Infrastructure
●	 Complete programme and daily schedules
●	 Teaching strategies
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7IntroductIon

●	 Learning environment
●	 Teaching learning material
●	 Appropriate teacher-student ratio
●	 Adequate child–child and teacher–child interaction 

programme.

The zone of proximal development, often abbreviated as ZPD, is 
the difference between what a learner can do without help and 
what he or she can do with help. It is the difference between 
the actual developmental level as determined by independent 
problem solving and the level of potential development as 
determined through problem solving under adult guidance, 
or in collaboration with more capable peers”. The famous 
psychologist Lev Vygotsky believed that when a child is in the 
ZPD for a particular task, providing the appropriate assistance 
will give her enough of a "boost" to achieve the task.

It is the responsibility of schools to meet the needs of 
individual children when they enter schools. As per the 
theory	of	zone	of	proximal	development	(ZPD),	children	can	
exhibit their abilities and potentials if they are provided with 
enabling conditions and opportunities.

Schools should therefore provide all such services which 
would help them to unfold their full potential. A school 
will be “ready” if the curriculum is based on child’s prior 
learning; Skills are best learnt when embedded in meaningful 
experiences. Secondly, schools must respect individual 
differences amongst children in terms of language, culture 
and exposure to learning. The teachers should take an extra 
care to make meaningful connections with each child’s home, 
culture and community. They must know how to identify 
the strengths and weaknesses and teach young children. 
Factors like class size, infrastructure of the classroom and 
teacher behaviour play a vital role in making schools ready 
for children’s successful learning.

The	needs	of	the	children	always	come	first	and	are	now	
conserved as the factors that determine the design of the 
ECE Centre and primary school along with its programme 
or curriculum. For example, young children in a ECE centre 
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8 Smooth and SucceSSful tranSitionS

or pre-primary school cannot go far without supervision; 
they need easy access to toilet facilities, lockers/shelves and 
other storage space. Thus, the ECE Centers and classrooms 
of	 the	 early	 grades	 of	 primary	 schools	 should	 be	 efficient	
and compact units that require minimal amount of moving, 
carrying and supervision.

Preferably the early childhood classroom or the ECE 
Center should be located within or near the primary school. 
The outdoor play area should be separated for the pre-
primary section. And it will be better if playground for early 
primary grade children is separated from the playground 
space for children in the upper grades. It will allow young 
children to play freely and relatively elder children will not 
occupy their play space. If so much space is not available, 
then outdoor activity periods should be planned keeping in 
view the space constraints. Classrooms should be attractive 
and have a print-rich environment. All displays meant for 
children should be at their eye level as it would allow them 
to look at and enjoy the pictures without any extra effort 
or	 strain.	 The	 classrooms	 should	have	 sufficient	materials	
and equipments. There should be crayons, clay, plasticine, 
blocks of various sizes, pencils, picture books, story books, 
games, dolls, toys, puzzles and so on.

Ready Workforce
The teachers of ECE centers and primary schools should get 
appropriate training to handle all young children. All Grade 
I and II teachers should be a part of the early childhood 
education training programme so that there is a smooth 
transition from pre-school to Grade I. The pre-primary 
teachers should be trained to deal with transition at all levels 
and also how to deal with individual differences.

All the teachers and the caregivers should have a 
good understanding of quality ECE Programme and all 
children’s developmental characteristics. The knowledge of 
developmental characteristics helps teachers to plan the 
programme based on children’s individual needs, interests 
and capabilities. For example if a particular child is not able 
to do a particular activity it is possible that s/he might not 
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9IntroductIon

have attained the required skills to do that and may require 
more practice, reinforcement and motivation.

The teacher needs to be a good observer to understand each 
child and make changes in her daily programme accordingly. 
First of all, the teacher should provide emotional security 
to all the children including those with special needs and 
make the classroom atmosphere emotionally supportive. The 
daily	programme	should	be	flexible	and	all	the	themes	need	
to be conducted through activities in a play-way manner. 
There should be continuous interaction between pre-primary 
and early primary teachers. It is very important that all the 
teachers get opportunities for upgrading their skills and 
competencies through in-service training programmes, 
workshops and refresher courses, on different areas of child 
development and early childhood education. There should be 
necessary support services i.e. counsellors, special educators 
to cater to educational needs of children at-risk.

Ready Children
Here ‘Ready Children’ does not mean that they should be 
forced into any type of learning and thus bring downward 
extension of primary school syllabus in the programme of the 
ECE. When the child enters a pre-school, the teacher need 
to observe while the child is engaged in different activities 
and assess the previous knowledge of the child, her need, 
how much s/he can do, what type of support s/he requires 
etc. The teacher is doing so to see how far the child is ‘ready’ 
for the pre-primary school; “what activities/skills s/he can 
perform	 easily’;	 “where	 s/he	 is	 facing	 difficulty”;	 in	 which	
skills s/he needs more practice and reinforcement” and so 
on. Such an exercise would help the teacher to adjust the 
programmes as well as her teaching strategies according 
to needs of the children. However, this may not be taken 
as a onetime observing and assessing activity; it is rather a 
continuous process which should be integrated in the daily 
activities by the teacher. The teacher is expected to provide 
age and developmentally appropriate activities and materials 
to the children, allow them to explore, discover and play with 
material. She may keep on observing what the child can do, 
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and based on her observations she can provide challenge 
appropriately.

The teacher should keep on modifying her teaching 
strategies, to include higher level of activities and programmes 
so that when the pre-primary children switch over to grade 
I, there is a smooth transition. And when the child remains 
with the teacher of ECE Center for two years, s/he should 
get lots of developmentally appropriate activities through the 
quality ECE programme. The reason for providing play-based 
developmentally appropriate activities to children after they 
enter in a ECE Center is to help them develop their personality, 
become	 confident,	 independent,	 adjust	 better	 and	 become	
ready for grade one of a primary school. Children should also 
have access to appropriate material for play-based activities. 
They should get time for free play where they can construct and 
create their own ideas. Through play-based developmentally 
appropriate activities young children should be prepared to 
join	primary	school	without	stress	and	difficulty.

The child from three years to eight also has needs 
related to learning that require consideration. Therefore the 
programme of ECE children and the early primary children 
should be organised somewhat differently from that of older 
children.

What Do We Mean by Readiness?
Readiness means a stage when a child is ready to learn in 
a conducive learning environment and can do so without 
emotional disturbance. Child’s growth and maturation is 
an on-going natural process. We also need to remember 
that all children develop at different pace and in different 
ways. Unfortunately, most of the teachers do not have an 
understanding of the concept of readiness, and they lack an 
understanding of its integration in their teaching learning 
activities. Because of this lack of understanding they start 
‘readying’ the children by forcing them to do reading, writing 
and number work whereas, this is not what is required for 
smooth transition to a primary school. One should never force 
a child beyond her/his capacity rather the teacher should 
create a stimulating learning environment, and provide 
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different opportunities according to the diverse needs of the 
children. At the same time the teacher should never neglect 
to directly teach when a child needs it.

It becomes the task of the teacher together with the help of 
other caregivers to observe when children show readiness for 
certain skills/ learning. They need to be aware that readiness 
skills of children with special needs may be different from 
other children. It is very important for ECE and early primary 
grade teachers to know the development pattern of all children 
and what opportunities they should be given. This is the time 
when the brain growth is rapid and, children are learning 
at a fast rate. At the same time teachers need to remember 
that all children do not grow at the same rate, though they 
all follow similar developmental patterns. From the teacher’s 
point of view the gradual, progressive development of 
concepts and skills in young children is seen as a series of 
steps. As each child takes these developmental steps through 
different learning activities, the best determinant of her/his 
readiness for the next step is the evidence that s/he is about 
to complete the present one. For example, a child who has 
learned to see similarities and differences in pictures and 
can identify some of the simple words which s/he has seen 
on shelves, picture books, and other storage places. Later, 
when s/he enters in Grade I, because of her/his previous 
experience,	s/he	starts	finding	Grade	I	learning	interesting.	
Similarly,	when	s/he	has	added	sufficient	sight	words	to	her	
vocabulary and uses them in simple context, the child starts 
reading effortlessly. Here the teacher needs to recognise 
that no child reaches this point without getting interested in 
learning to read; “interest” here becomes one of the signs of 
readiness. Hence, the teacher’s task is primarily to motivate 
and encourage the children by providing them interesting 
age and developmentally appropriate activities. The example 
given above shows that the previous ECE experience must 
be enriching and stimulating, which ultimately would help 
the children to get ready for Grade I. The teachers must 
not interpret readiness to drill, rote learning and paper and 
pencil	activities	to	learn	the	three	R’s	(formal	reading,	writing	
and arithmetic).
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Domains of Learning and Development
The holistic growth of a child means that the child should be 
allowed to develop in a comprehensive way. In order to deliver 
an appropriate readiness programme, the development of the 
child should be assessed and addressed across four distinct 
but connected domains which are as follows:
●	 Social and Emotional Development
●	 Language and Literacy Development
●	 Cognitive Development
●	 Physical and Motor Development

Social and Emotional Development

These domains combine two interrelated components- social 
and emotional. Social development means when children are 
learning to relate with other children and adults. Children 
enjoy playing and learning with others. As children develop 
socially they become sensitive to other children‘s feelings; 
they learn to take turns, share and cooperate with others. 
Social development is the development of good habits, basic 
human values and attitudes. It is the development of those 
characteristics that help the children to adjust with their 
environment. Emotional development provides the basis 
for social development as it has implications for a child’s 
social behavior and interactions. It includes factors such 
as children perception about themselves and their ability to 
understand feelings of others and express their own feelings.

Language and Literacy Development

This domain relates to development of effective communication 
skills and emergent literacy. Communication skills should be 
developed	by	providing	sufficient	opportunities	for	listening,	
speaking using plenty of vocabulary. Emergent literacy means 
print awareness such as sound-letter combinations, reading 
and writing readiness through print rich environment. 
The early years are very important for acquiring language 
skills. Effective communication involves verbal expression 
and emergent literacy. Verbal expression means expressing 
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through listening and speaking. Emergent literacy means 
print rich environment, print awareness such as sound –
letter combinations, opportunities for reading readiness and 
writing readiness.

Digital literacy is emerging as an essential learning area 
in early years. It includes basic skills to use technology aids 
to learn soft skills such as motivation and socialisation, 
exploring environment, reading, writing, drawing and 
painting. It also covers skills to use technology for operating 
simple home gadgets wherever available, such as TV, 
refrigerator, computer, mobile phone etc. within safety 
limits. The teacher should provide such textual conditions 
where there is a mixture of print and images instead of only 
decoding. Such activities enable the child to read effortlessly 
at the level of text decoding. For example you may take the 
print	out	of	an	e-book	(any	story	book)	and	make	a	traditional	
type of story book but include only pictures and texts. Use it 
in your preschool and early primary setting in the language 
and literacy area as a collection of story books for children.

Cognitive Development

Cognitive development is the development of those mental 
processes or skills that helps an individual to get to know her 
/his environment. This domain refers to abilities regarding 
thinking and problem-solving as well as conceptual knowledge 
about objects and the way the world works. Children ask 
questions; make predictions about what might happen and 
what might be the consequences etc. Cognitive skills also 
include mathematical thinking. Children learn to match, 
classify, solve problems, discriminate, repeat patterns, and 
arrange objects in sequence and so on.

Physical and Motor Development

Physical and motor development involves the use and 
coordination	of	fine	and	gross	motor	skills.	Children	must	get	
many opportunities to move their bodies and use their motor 
skills if they are to develop properly. They need good health, 
an encouraging environment and opportunities for practice. 
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ECCE for Children with Special Needs
Learning begins much before any child including those with 
disabilities walks through the class room learning centre door. 
Comprehensive	early	childhood	care	and	education	(ECCE)	helps	
to foster holistic growth, development and learning of children 
from birth. “Care” for all children includes attention to health, 
hygiene and nutrition in a nurturing and safe environment. 
‘Education’ in the early childhood years is much broader than pre-
schooling, capturing learning through early stimulation, guidance 
and a range of developmental activities and opportunities. Young 
children’s	experiences	in	the	first	years	creates	the	foundation	for	
subsequent learning. This is true for all children including those 
with disabilities.
•	 The	 United	 Nations	 Convention	 on	 the	 Right	 of	 the	 Children	

recognizes that children have the right to survival, full 
development,	 protection	 from	 harmful	 influences,	 abuse	 and	
exploitation, and participation in family, cultural and social life.

•	 The	connections	of	cerebral	neurons	are	formed	during	the	first	
years of life. The child’s brain structure and emotional, social 
and	physical	development	are	influenced	by	his/her	interactions	
with caregivers and home environment.

•	 Good	nutrition,	health	and	positive	stimuli	in	early	years	support	
children’s development and learning. The lack of these combined 
with a high level of prolonged stress due to neglect, abuse, etc. 
could cause abnormalities in brain development and lead to 
developmental delays and health problems.

•	 Cost	 benefit	 analysis	 indicates	 that	 the	 highest	 return	 on	
investment in human capital occurs during early years. 
Investment in ECCE programmes is relatively cheaper and bring 
long-term	benefits	that	outperform	investment	in	later	stages	of	
education and remedial skills development programmes.

•	 Participation	 in	 good	 ECCE	 programmes	 prepares	 children	 for	
primary school and facilitates the home-to-school transition. School 
readiness helps reduce dropouts and improves repetition rates, all 
children’s learning outcomes including those with disabilities.

•	 ECCE	programmes	for	children	in	disadvantaged	and	vulnerable	
situations help ensure all children start school on an equal footing 
which is essential for promoting inclusive education. ECCE 
programmes lay the foundation for gender equality. Research in 
our country and developing countries shows that girls who attend 
ECCE programmes are more ready for primary school, cope better 
and stay longer than girls who do not. Maternal education has the 
potential to act as a powerful lever for progress of children’s health 
and nutrition. Children born to more educated mothers are more 
likely to survive and less likely to experience malnutrition.
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Common gross motor skills are walking, running, jumping, 
balancing, throwing, kicking, catching, hopping, swimming, 
etc. Fine motor skills are drawing, tearing, pasting, cutting, 
painting, sorting, colouring etc.

While separate and distinct, these domains interact with 
and reinforce each other. The need for children to develop 
at their own pace across all domains is supported by 
preschool practitioners and teacher educators. They agree 
that physical well-being, social development, and curiosity 
are very important for school readiness. Young children 
should be able to communicate needs, wants, and thoughts 
and be enthusiastic and curious while attempting new 
activities.	Teachers	should	also	place	significant	importance	
on skills such as the ability to follow directions, not being 
disruptive in class, and being sensitive to other children’s 
feelings. However, it is also important to understand that 
school readiness strategies are most effective when they are 
responsive to the cultural and language backgrounds of all 
children including those with special needs and belonging to 
marginalised groups.
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2
Developing School Readiness  
for Pre-primary and Beyond

The first five years of a child’s life are crucial as the brain 
development is rapid at this stage. These years are called 
the impressionable years as good or bad experiences are 
deeply imbedded in the child and is very difficult to change 
later on in life. The child’s early experiences influence brain 
development and provide the foundation for development of 
social and emotional skills, behavior, language, reasoning 
and problem solving skills. We as parents, teachers and 
care-givers should not push young children to learn all the 
skills which may be expected of them in primary school. We 
sometimes unnecessarily transfer our panic onto our little 
ones and force them to perform. Today, young children are 
not getting enough time for free play as they are required to 
spend more time on subjects like mathematics, reading and 
writing. Teachers and parents do not realise that children are 
learning while they are playing and that they learn many things 
alongside on their own as they grow up. Forcing children into 
formal reading, writing and number work does not help them 
to do better in school rather it makes them more stressed, 
demotivated and sometimes causes behavioral problems. 
Today, the kind of pre-primary programme teachers follow 
is far from the play–based or activity based approach. Often 
teachers do two to three activities hurriedly and during the 
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rest of the time, it is paper pencil oriented task. Pre-primary 
children are under a lot of pressure in terms of syllabus as 
teachers feel the need to prepare them for Class I. This is as 
ECE professionals would say is “too much, too soon”.

What to Do?
Early childhood education aims to help all children, below 
six years, develop a sound foundation for development of 
all round personality and prepare them better for primary 
school. What we need to provide is sufficient free play time 
in a stress free atmosphere so that children can grow and 
learn holistically; emotionally, physically, linguistically and 
intellectually. It would be better if we could help them to 
learn how to interact with others, cooperate, share and 
learn self control. Keeping this in mind, we see lots of 
developmental changes in children as they get involved in 
activities of a quality pre-primary or the early childhood 
education programme. The children when come to first year 
of pre-primary schools are usually about three year old and 
when they enter the second year of the pre-primary they are 
around four years old. Sometimes three year old children 
are grouped with four year olds and forced to learn the skills 
for which they are developmentally not ready. There is no 
readymade formula that will determine when children are 
ready for pre-primary school or Class I. We need to promote 
children’s healthy development and learning especially in 
their early years. Many of the skills are acquired by children 
as they grow. What we as teachers need to do is to promote 
the skills already possessed by them by providing lots of play 
based developmentally appropriate opportunities to explore 
in everyday activities. We always need to remember that 
young children grow and change very fast; if they are not able 
to do any particular activity at a particular point of time, they 
may be able to do it little later. We as adults need to have lots 
of patience. The teachers may need to review and adjust their 
programme, teaching strategies and the environment.

Parents and communities play a significant role in the 
upbringing of young children. Community members should 
see that young children are attending the anganwadis (ECE 
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Center) regularly and punctually. In addition to this, it is 
also the responsibility of communities to help in arranging 
resources for the anganwadi and see that children are learning 
in the anganwadi. Parents and families should provide a stress 
free environment, give unconditional love and provide lots of 
opportunities to children to explore, investigate, experiment 
and discover. Communities also can motivate and support 
parents in need by providing learning opportunities for their 
children. Hence, what matters is not whether our children 
are ready or not, with specific abilities and skills. Teacher, 
parents, pre-primary school/ anganwadis should be ready to 
meet the different needs of children.

Who is Ready for Pre-primary/Grade I and When?

ECE is the first step in the education ladder. Early Childhood 
Care and Education (ECCE) requires that young children be 
provided care, opportunities and experiences that lead to 
their all-round development- physical, mental, social and 
emotional and school readiness. The curriculum framework 
and pedagogy for ECCE must be based on this holistic 
perspective, taking into account the various aspects of 
development, the characteristics of children at each stage 
and their learning needs in terms of experiences.

The experts and practitioners of ECE advocate for two 
years of quality ECE Programme. The child enters the first 
year of ECE at the age of three and then enters the second 
year of ECE at the age of four and thus s/he enjoys two years 
of pre-primary schooling and then gets ready to enter grade 
I at the age of five. However, entry to pre-primary or cut-off 
dates (for date of birth) vary considerably across states. It is 
therefore, difficult to understand that all children entering 
pre-primary will have similar skills and needs. The teachers 
need to understand that it is ‘normal’ for young children 
to learn different skills at different rates. It may not be 
appropriate to judge all children’s school readiness based on 
same set of skills and abilities, especially those coming from 
varied cultural contexts and also those having special needs.
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This chapter has been organised into two sections as 
follows:
Section I: First year of Pre-primary School (Pre-primary 
Readiness):- exit from first year of Pre-Primary and entry to 
the second year of pre-primary school.
Section II: Second year of Pre-primary School (School 
Readiness):- exit from Pre-Primary and entry to grade I of a 
primary school.

Section I: First Year of Pre-primary School
The child comes directly from home/creche and enters in 
the first year of a pre-primary school. Pre-primary schools, 
teachers, parents and communities have to provide the 
environment and experiences that support development of 
gross and fine motor skills; social and emotional skills; language 
and intellectual development of children especially those from 
low socio-economic background and children at-risk. We must 
recognise the importance of early childhood education. High 
quality ECCE has been shown to enhance school readiness by 
improving primary school performance and lower repetition 
and dropout rates. The pioneers, educators and researchers 
working in the area of ECCE believe that quality ECE is a 
critical input to prevent achievement gaps. 

In the first year of pre-primary school, the teacher should 
provide lots of opportunities for free play. She should try 
to arrange an optimum stimulating learning environment 
where children feel safe, secure and free to express and 
explore. She also needs to ensure that there are sufficient 
age and developmentally appropriate material for learning. 
Children should get opportunities to practice and match 
familiar skills through a variety of materials. The challenge 
of the new, next skill step is offered as often as possible with 
the same material. All materials need to be selected carefully 
as they offer opportunities for the existing level of children’s 
skill as well as provide challenge to take the next step in 
the development of a particular skill. Children should have 
an easy access to materials and be given lots of concrete 
experiences. The more a particular material prompts the 
child to learn, better is that material. The ECE Programme 
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should always be a flexible programme depending on 
the needs of the children. We need to keep on reminding 
ourselves that each child is unique and s/he is a changing 
and a developing individual. Accordingly, the teacher 
needs to plan her activities for the child’s first year of pre-
primary schooling. The age and play based developmentally 
appropriate activities at the right time in early childhood and 
early primary classrooms help teachers to identify where the 
children are going/heading and “prevent those difficulties” 
at an early stage. Teacher educators can provide the pre-
primary and early primary teachers (i.e Pre-school through 
grade three) readiness indicators for pre-primary and 
beyond along with specific activities and strategies. These 
indicators will help in meeting successfully the academic 
and social needs of diverse group of young children. It is 
important to have pre-primary readiness indicators as 
these would help in tracking each child’s progress during 
early childhood education programme and will also give the 
teacher a feedback on her teaching strategies. The teacher 
should be very careful while monitoring her child’s progress. 
If she notices that a particular child is not able to perform 
a specific skill, she should give her more time to learn. She 
may also give activities in a smaller group, allow sufficient 
time to complete the task and provide variety of activities 
under the supervision of a skilled teacher.

What is Pre-primary Readiness?

Pre-primary readiness refers to the self-help skills in young 
children in the early years at the time of entering the preschool 
when the child is about four years of age. This readiness is 
important because it-
● Equips one with skills required for pre-primary school.
● Enables smooth transition from home/ child care center 

to the pre-primary school.
● Enhances confidence and positive self-esteem in children.
● Enables all children to work independently with little 

supervision.
● Enables all young children to adjust better in pre-primary 

class.
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Section-II: School Readiness — Second Year of  
Pre-primary School
When children attend the first year of pre-primary school 
happily, they are likely to transit to the second year of pre-
primary school successfully and smoothly, they are well 
acquainted with the surroundings; they overcome separation 
anxiety, start working in small groups and gradually get 
ready for specific play based readiness activities.

What is School Readiness?

The definition of school readiness has undergone major shifts 
over a period of time. From a maturational definition it has 
evolved to a more socially constructed concept. The recent 
approaches have considerably emphasised the effect of the 
surrounding environmental factors on the development of 
the child. In other words, school readiness is a product of the 
interaction between the child and the range of environmental 
and cultural experiences that maximize the development 
outcomes for children. Similarly, the educational approaches 
in defining school readiness have also undergone a shift. 
Instead of laying a huge stress on literacy and numeracy 
skills that would make pre-primary a downward extension 
of primary school curriculum, other approaches recommend 
it as a broader preparation for life beyond a school-based 
curriculum. The United Nations World Fit for Children 
(WFFC) mission statement of 2002 is an excellent example of 
more current concepts of school readiness, namely, a good 
start in life, in a nurturing and safe environment that enables 
children to survive and be physically healthy, mentally alert, 
emotionally secure, socially competent and able to learn. 

School readiness, in simple words, refers to development 
of specific skills/ concepts in children in the pre-primary 
years which would
● Enhance their school competence
● Enable them better adjustment in primary school
● Lay foundation for effective learning of literacy and 

numeracy skills
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It is generally observed in primary schools that children 
come from diverse backgrounds and there is a serious 
achievement gap which exists in their school performance. 
School readiness is a means to measure how prepared is a 
child cognitively, socially and emotionally when she/he enters 
grade one of a primary school. School readiness helps all 
children in their smooth transition from home, anganwadis, 
crèches, pre-primary school etc. to school and also a stress 
free learning in class one.

It is not necessary that all pre-primary children ready to 
enter Class I would be able to do all the prescribed set of 
skills mentioned in the list of school readiness indicators. 
It is the responsibility of the schools to help children 
in preparing themselves for formal learning in class I. 
Remember as mentioned in the previous chapter, there is 
no need to put undue pressure on children in the name of 
“Ready for School”. We need to think, understand and work 
in a more constructive way towards school readiness; it 
means that we should not have undue expectations from our 
children; rather we should work to improve the pre-primary 
and primary school programme and teaching strategies. 
The second year of a pre-primary school should provide lots 
of opportunities for play, interactions and a wide range of 
readiness activities (age and developmentally appropriate) 
catering to children’s needs so that children get prepared for 
the learning they will face in a primary school. The teacher 
should see that children have access to hands-on materials 
and activities. The curriculum needs to be flexible enough 
to suit the diverse social, cultural, economic and linguistic 
contexts of the children, as well as it should be adaptable 
to suit individual differences among children. Every child 
possesses some kind of readiness before entering the formal 
school environment and it shall be fine if the teacher identifies 
that level and works further.

When Pre-primary children enter Grade I they are active, 
curious and eager learners. It would not be reasonable to 
expect that all pre-primary children have the same level of 
preparation for taking the tasks related to Grade I reading, 
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mathematics and social skills; they may not have the same 
attention span or motor dexterity. It is also not necessary 
that all the children are able to perform all the expected 
skills and abilities. It is for the school to identify the levels 
of these children and provide for each child’s needs. What 
we always need to remember is that ‘readiness’ does not 
mean putting undue pressure on children. Young children 
have varied needs and they require appropriate support and 
encouragement for getting ready for the school.

School Readiness should be understood in a way that 
teachers and schools need to be ready for welcoming the 
child as much as it is considered for the child’s need to be 
ready for the school. From the child’s point of view, school 
readiness means smooth entry to Grade I in a school. 
School readiness developed through quality ECE Programme 
provides significant gains in learning. It means that if a child 
is coming to Grade I after attending a good ECE programme, 
s/he is going to be benefitted.

Research studies suggest that many aspects of children’s 
lives, most importantly home, parental and pre-primary 
experiences, influence their preparation for formal learning 
in different domains including cognitive, social, emotional, 
and motor development.

Observing and Assessing Readiness Levels of Young 
Children

Every child is unique and pace of development differs 
amongst children depending upon their experiences and the 
environment both in the school and outside. It is important 
for the pre-primary teacher to know the accomplishments, 
strengths and weaknesses of all young children in their 
classrooms with respect to the readiness indicators in 
different domains of development. This assessment should 
be carried out by teachers through observation without 
children noticing it. On the other hand, this should not be 
onetime assessment. 

Early assessment is important as it can lead to early 
intervention which in turn can lead to prevention of delayed 
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development. It is important to remember that assessment 
needs to be seen as a process where the following points are 
kept in mind:
● Assessing the child when the child is most comfortable.
● Using functional items as the basis of assessment.
● Assessing through play techniques in a natural 

environment.
● Seeking information from multiple sources.
● Beginning and ending the process with parents.

The teachers may adopt action research methodology 
while carrying out this assessment. They may note their 
observations on a three point continuum: ready, partially 
ready and needs more support. It is completely suggestive, 
and a teacher is free to have as many levels as she wishes 
to note her observations. These observations, when recorded 
for each child, provide teacher a direct feedback on the 
achievement of children which could be a basis for her to 
adjust the classroom programme or the strategies. It is 
expected from the teacher that she will treat every child 
equally and ensure that all children are able to achieve the 
desired levels. 

What is an Indicator?

In simple language, “an indicator could be termed as an 
evidence to reveal that something has happened or that an 
objective has been achieved”. (M.S. Swaminathan foundations 
2000,6).

It is important to mention here that the pre-primary 
readiness indicators discussed in Section I of this chapter 
are for four year old children and should not be used for 
children below four years and the school readiness indicators 
are for the stage when children are getting ready to exit 
from pre-primary and enter grade I of primary school. Most 
of the indicators/skills as provided in the list have been 
identified through everyday activities and experiences. These 
indicators are not supposed to be the criteria for admission to 
pre-primary schools; rather they are meant to help teachers 
and parents in making their four year old ready in a play-
way method to enter the second year of pre-primary schools 
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happily and with much ease and confidence. “Preparing the 
children” may not be understood as that the children must 
know or master all the skills before going to the pre-primary 
schools rather these should be used as the guiding points. 
Even in the anganwadi centers where there is a mixed age 
group of children, the anganwadi worker can provide suitable 
age appropriate activities in different groups. On the basis of 
the indicators, the teachers can develop checklist(s) to keep a 
record of each child towards the achievement of these skills.

We all need to remember that young children learn 
different skills at different pace depending upon their own 
development and exposure they get. It is important for the 
teachers and parents to understand that some children may 
not possess all these skills. It should not prevent them from 
getting admission in a pre-primary school. These indicators 
are simply a list of skills that would help teachers and 
parents to observe the children and act accordingly. These 
observations would further help teachers in reviewing their 
activities and modify their classroom plans to prepare all the 
children appropriately.

What Can the Teacher Do to Support Developmentally 
Appropriate Activities while Using Pre-primary/School 
Readiness Indicators?

● Read the activities and ideas carefully and thoroughly.
● Share the activities with the parents.
● Ensure and carefully use the indicators to benefit and not 

harm your young children.
● Strengthen relationship with other teachers, parents, 

families, and community members. If you work in a pre-
primary setting, reach out to the teachers of grade one 
and similarly if you work with Grade I, try to be in touch 
with pre-primary teachers.

● Do not force any child to do any activity/skill at a time 
when the child does not want to do it.

● Observe and assess each child carefully and at different 
intervals of time.

● Allow for repetition of activities (without making it a drill).
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● Provide activities individually, in small groups and in 
large groups.

● Help parents and children for smooth transition between 
home and school.

● Strive for continuity between pre-primary programmes 
and early primary school curriculum.

How these Readiness Indicators Help?

These indicators are age appropriate and should be used in a 
natural setting, i.e. while the children are playing or engaged 
in activities, etc.
The readiness indicators help-
● to modify the Early Childhood Education Programme.
● teachers to adapt and modify their teaching strategies.
● to collect information about children through a variety 

of processes and multiple sources i.e. children’s work, 
observations of children, parents feedback, interactions 
with children, etc.

● to collect information on all developmental domains 
of children i.e. social, emotional, language, cognitive, 
physical and motor development.

● to benefit children and all those who work with young 
children.
These readiness indicators should be used to guide 

instructions and not to determine children’s admission 
to school. These indicators should be used by observing 
children and by interacting with them as they interact with 
other children and perform activities in different areas.

The advantage of using school readiness indicators is that 
all children are assessed but no child is labeled or targeted. At 
the same time it is also possible to see the impact of the Early 
Childhood Education Programme and do the modifications 
accordingly. By using and assessing the readiness levels of 
all children, it becomes easier to monitor their progress.

School readiness indicators are very important as these 
would help teachers, care givers and parents to understand 
and guide their children and to measure and track young 
children’s progress. The indicators also encourage the 
teachers to continuously observe the children while they are 
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involved in various activities and tasks and thus record their 
behavior, progress, interaction with the peer group, learning 
styles etc. The young and new teachers may also use the 
indicators to write the observational notes about each child.

The pre-primary readiness indicators have been divided 
into seven categories as follows:
● Self-help Skills
● Social and Emotional Development
● Physical and Motor Development
● Cognitive Development
● Language and Literacy Skills
● Reading Readiness, and
● Writing Readiness

Similarly the school readiness indicators have been 
presented under four categories as given below:
● Social and Emotional Development
● Physical and Motor Development (Gross and fine motor 

skills)
● Language and Literacy skills (Listening, speaking, reading 

and writing readiness)
● Cognitive Development

Expanding and improving comprehensive early childhood 
care and education is especially required for the most 
vulnerable and disadvantaged children.

Caution while using Readiness Indicators

Remember
• Each child develops and learns at her/his own pace and 

style.
• Allow sufficient time to each child.
• Do not use these indicators for testing a child or as admission 

criteria.
• If a child is not able to do any particular activity/skill, s/he 

may be able to do it after a few weeks.
• Avoid all sorts of bias while observing children.
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Pre-primary Readiness  
Indicators and Related 
Activities

(Background information to be obtained from the parents/
caregivers for use by the teacher):

Age / DOB of the Child (date of birth in relation to other 
children in the class): _______________________________________

Order of birth (first born, second born….): ____________________

Sex of the child: ___________________

Type of Family: Nuclear/Joint/Any other ____________________

Primary caregiver for the child: grandmother/maid/any  
other ______________________________________________________

Secondary caregiver for the child: grandmother/maid/any 
other ______________________________________________________

Previous socialization process (whether the child been to any 
preschool or to any other place): _____________________________

____________________________________________________________

Any favorite activity of the Child from HOME: ___________________

____________________________________________________________
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Pre-primary Readiness Indicators*
Self-help skills

 1. Uses the toilet when required.
  e.g. “Go and wash your hands”.
 2. Tells about the need to go to the toilet.
  e.g. “Please can I go to the toilet”.
 3. Washes hands and dries own hands using towel.  

Teacher to observe
 4. Drinks water independently.
  Teacher to observe
 5. Eats independently.
  Teacher to observe handling of the spoon, hand and 

mouth coordination.
 6. Performs self-help tasks such as zip zippers and 

unfasten buttons.
  Teacher to observe independence of children to unzip/

zip/button/unbutton their dresses.
 7. Attempts to help while keeping the materials back to 

the storage after use.
  e.g. Perform an activity to show children complete work 

cycle (to begin and end the activity)
 8. Cares for personal belongings.
  e.g. Observe the child for putting his/her bag and bottle 

at the right place in the morning and take them back at 
home time.

Social and Emotional Development

 1. Separates from parents easily without getting upset.
  e.g. Check if the child is going along with the teacher.
 2. Knows if she /he is a girl or a boy.
  e.g. “All the girls please stand up/ all girls may come to 

this corner”.
 3. Knows and states or indicates through other means 

her/his name.

* The indicators may be flexibly reviewed for children with special needs 
based on their existing strengths and weaknesses.
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  e.g. The child says “My name is Ankit” once the child is 
asked about his name.

 4. Knows and states or indicates through other means 
her / his father’s and mother’s name.

  e.g. The child says “My mom’s name is Poonam” once 
the child is asked about the name of his/her mother.

 5. Feels comfortable being around with other children/
adults.

  e.g. Introduce a class game (any circle game), teacher 
says “please hold your hands and move in a circle” (to 
music, drum beats or clapping).

 6. Interacts with other children.
  e.g. Teacher to observe and record situations of group 

activities, e.g. eating food, playing, sharing material etc.
 7. Plays with another child or in a small group activity.
  e.g. Free play with a ball or any other play material.
 8. Begins to share toys and materials but with prompts.
  e.g. Shares things when teacher says “please share 

paints, crayons and glue with your friends”.
 9. Enjoys simple rhymes/songs with others.
  e.g. Enacts simple rhyme or song.
 10. Remains engaged with an activity for about ten minutes or 

shorter duration in accordance with his/her special need?
  e.g. Observation: Art and Craft activities.
 11. Listens to short stories for at least ten minutes or 

shorter duration.
  e.g. Teacher to narrate simple stories with repetitions 

and music.
 12. Understands simple directions/instructions.
  e.g. Teacher asks “get me a leaf from the garden” or 

“pick up the story book and come to me”.
 13. Begins to take turns.
  e.g. Teacher, during play time, says “let Ruchita be on 

swings for some time, then it will be your turn.
 14. Listens to others while in small or large group.
  e.g. By taking turns during circle time starting from one 

end.
 15. Expresses himself/herself freely in a group.
  e.g. (Through observation)
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 16. Says ‘please’ and ‘thank’ you with reminders.
  e.g. Child says “Can I go to wash my hands”, teacher 

prompts “say ‘please may I go to wash my hands’.”
 17. Understands arrival as routine of her/his part of the 

day.
  e.g. Wishes ‘good morning’ in the morning.
 18. Understands arrival and departure as routine of her/

his part of the day.
  e.g. Wishes ‘good bye’ while going.

Physical and Motor development

Gross Motor Skills
 1. Can pedal appropriate size tricycle in forward direction.
 2. Throws a ball at a distance of at least two yards.
 3. Walks up and down the stairs, one foot per step with 

assistance.
 4. Jumps down from low levels (6-8 inches)
 5. Attempts to walk along a line, stepping off occasionally.
 6. Makes wide turns while riding a tricycle.
 7. Makes wide turns while running avoiding obstacles.
 8. Balances on one foot for approximately four to five 

seconds.
 9. Swings from a branch of the tree/jungle gym with help.
  e.g,. “Take the Child to a park to play on outdoor 

equipment, such as jungle gym.”

Fine Motor Skills
 1.  Fixes single piece inset puzzle with knobs.
  e.g. “Put the correct puzzle piece in the slot”.
 2. Works on simple puzzles (up to 4 pieces)
  e.g. “Put these pieces together so that you will have a 

complete picture”.
 3. Rolls and pounds clay.
  e.g. “Teacher, I made a snake.”
 4. Uses two fingers (thumb and index) for picking objects; 

transfers liquid using a dropper .
  e.g. “Using the tong, transfer the beads from one bowl to 

another”.
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 5. Eats without spilling food.
  e.g. (observe children while eating)
 6.  Can do simple manipulations
  e.g., “Zip her/his dress; buttons large buttons on her/ 

his own shirt; cuts with blunt scissors functionally.”
 7. Uses hands, thumbs and index fingers for tearing.
 8. Holds a crayon or a thick sketch pen with thumb and 

two fingers and attempts to make simple strokes.
 9. Strings eight to ten one inch beads.
  e.g. “Make a mala (necklace) by stringing the beads”.
 10. Builds eight to nine block tower.
 11. Stirs liquid with spoon.
 12. Copies a horizontal, vertical line and circle.

Cognitive Development

Learning and Problem Solving
 1. Is curious, notices attributes of objects.
  e.g., Points out changes in plants kept in the room; 

Notices when it gets darker (day and night);
 2. Finds multiple uses for objects used in the classrooms
  e.g., uses stringed beads for necklaces; uses crayons as 

lipstick; uses paper as an umbrella;
 3. Sees simple tasks through to completion
  e.g., puts toys back to the storage before going on to the 

next activity; Completes 4-5 piece puzzles.
 4. Applies knowledge or everyday experiences to a similar 

situations 
  e.g., puts back things in place; washes hands after 

playing in a sand area; pats and rocks doll in arms;
 5. Observes, remembers and immediately recalls 4-5 

objects shown at a time.
  e.g., show a spoon, a pencil, a picture and a toy and 

then cover it and ask the child what did he see?
 6. Identifies missing part of a picture of a familiar object.
  e.g. show an incomplete picture of any object such as bus 

with three wheels and ask the child “what is missing?”
 7. Demonstrates the ability to correctly put in order or 

sequence up to 3 story pictures.
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  e.g., 1. Peeling the banana 2. Eating the banana 3. 
Throwing the peel into a bin

 8. Understands the comprehension of basic words related 
to position, size, direction and comparison
● Up/down
● In/out
● On/under
● Top/bottom
● First/last
● Big/small
● Like/different

  (e.g., puts objects in, on, under…as requested).
 9. Draws or constructs and then names what it is.
  e.g., lines up unit blocks in semi-circle, sits inside it and 

says, “This is my house”
 10. Counts number of objects (up to five objects)
  e.g., seeds/marble/any locally available material --------

---

Logical Thinking
 11. Classifies/sorts objects (same/different, alike/not 

alike) by physical features:
● Shape
● Colour
● Size
● Use

  e.g., sorts leaves into three boxes by colour; sorts leaves 
into three boxes by size; put all red coloured bottle caps 
with other red coloured bottle caps (irrespective of sizes).

 12. Asks questions about the world around her/him.
   e.g., objects in the environment such as kite, bird
 13. Demonstrates visual discrimination matching by skills 

two like pictures in each of the five set of pictures.
  e.g., matches two pictures that are alike
 14. Matches objects in one –to -one correspondence
  e.g., distributing one toffee to each child during snack 

time; placing one plate for each child during nutrition 
time;
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 15. Recognises, replicates or repeats a simple visual pattern 
sequence with objects.

  e.g., demonstrate and then observe if a child follows 
and makes a row of shapes (circle-square-circle-square); 
strings beads in repeating patterns of two colours;

 16. Understands and shows awareness of time concepts.
(present and may refer to past and future)

  e.g., answers questions and responds appropriately 
when asked, “what did you eat in breakfast this 
morning?”talks about, “I‘ll give you this later, when my 
mother comes to pick me up?”

Language and Literacy Skills

Listening and Speaking Skills
 1. Answers simple “what” questions.
  e.g., When asked her/his name says, “Sonia”
 2. Uses complete sentences of 3-4 words to express her/ 

his needs
  e.g., “I want the doll”
 3. Understands and follows a two-step direction/

command.
  e.g., “pick up your bag and go to the door”
 4. Discriminates certain sounds.
  e.g., Doorbell/Vehicle Sound/Sound of Rain…….”.
 5. Begins asking simple questions
  e.g., “Where we will go”, “May I go to toilet?”, “Can I go 

on swings now?” etc.
 6. Listens to stories being read.
 7. Tells a simple experience.
  e.g., My dad/my pet/my school related experience
 8. Sings and repeats simple rhymes and songs
  e.g., Following any rhythm/humming.
 9. Remembers the characters and events of story
  e.g., After narrating the story of lion and mouse, the 

facilitator asks questions related to characters “which 
animals were there in the story?” “How did the mouse 
helped the lion?” and related to event…… (a story)

 10. Speaks clearly so that others can understand.
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Reading Readiness
 1. Shows print awareness:
  e.g. Concept about print—shapes/colour/picture in the 

environment (show the familiar labels in the immediate 
local environment)

  • left to right, Top to bottom (in sequence)
  • Book handling---holding right side up, Turning 

pages, Knows the beginning and end
 2. Recognizes and identifies environment print (common 

signs, words, familiar logos) 
  e.g., Points to a noodles packet and says, “That’s noodles.”
 3. Matches similar letters
  e.g., “C”- Cadbury, Crow or Cat
 4. Identifies and classifies a letter different from the 

several identical letters.
  e.g.

 5. Matches the objects/pictures with given words (orally)
 6. Knows that the print carries the message
  e.g., points to another child’s drawing in children’s 

display area, says, “Teacher, whose is this?”
 7. Imitates act of reading
  e.g., sits and holds picture story book and utters words 

and sentences as heard by the adults (….and then the 
mouse came to the lion.)

 8. Identifies few letters of the alphabet.
 9. Tells what is happening in the picture.
 10. Imitates act of reading.

Writing Readiness
 1. Uses crayons, pencils to do scribble writing and letter–

like forms
 2. Dramatises/ imitates act of writing in play
  e.g., pretends to write on paper while playing doctor–

patient

b b d b  v w v v
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Activities And ideAs for Pre-PrimAry  
reAdiness indicAtors

Self-help skills

Indicators
 1. Uses the toilet when required.
 2. Tells or indicates through gestures about the need to go 

to the toilet.
 3. Washes hands and dries own hands using towel.

Activities and Ideas
● Encourage the child to independently
● Encourage child to express verbally the need to use 

toilet.
● Use toilet as development allows including flushing.
● Encourage the child to –
● Wash hands before eating, after toileting and playing 

outside.

Indicators
 4. Drinks water independently.
 5. Eats independently

Activities and Ideas
● Provide an appropriate glass and a source of water to 

drink.
● Encourage children drinking using straw.
● Use a spoon/fingers to pick and drop the pebbles/seeds.
● Close your eyes and pretend to eat and also pretend to 

feed your friend.
● Encourage children to acquire and practice skills when 

eating, drinking and washing hands.
● Help and support children’s independence. Praise the 

child when she/he does things on her/his own such as 
washing hands, picking toys etc.

● Give small pieces of food so that the child can chew it 
easily and swallow food properly.

● Encourage your children to eat independently. Provide 
them a placemat. Give them a spoon to use and also 
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offer some finger food. Sit with the children during meal 
time as mealtime is important for developing social and 
language skills.

● Create a physical environment that ensures each child’s 
easy and independent access to all activities, material, 
space and equipment.

Indicator
 6. Performs self-help tasks such as zip zippers and 

unfasten button

Activities and Ideas
● Provide dressing frames (also available as Montessori’s 

apparatus) so that children can practice skills such as 
buttoning, zipping and strapping.

● Keep dress-up clothes in the “Dramatisation Area” 
where you can include clothes with zippers, large 
buttons and with straps.

Indicator
 7. Keeping attempts to help while the material back to the 

storage after use.

Activities and Ideas
● Provide opportunities and encourage children to put 

back the things in the right place.
● Misplace a toy or an activity material and then ask– 

“who will find what is mis-placed”.
● Count together as often as you can while you walk up 

and down strairs, and while keeping the toys back to 
the storage etc.

● Collecting dirty aprons and help to put away in a basket.

Indicator
 8. Cares for personal belongings.

Activities and Ideas

● Game – Mix personal belongings (lunch box) and ask 
children to identify their own belongings and put it in 
their own bag.
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● Keep one or two objects away and observe with the 
intention how children care for their own belongings.

● Encourage and help child to pack the school bag items.
● Lay out clothes for morning.

Social and Emotional Development

Indicator
 1. Separates from parents easily without getting upset.

Activities and Ideas

● Greet parents and children every day and always be 
available to assist with separation. Try to greet with a 
puppet/doll etc.

● Initially ask the parents to stay in the classroom to help 
the child settle into an activity.

● Ask the parents to stay in the classroom to help the 
child settle into an activity.

● Ask the parents to reassure their child that they will 
come back to pick her/him.

● When the child is leaving, say goodbye to her/him. 
Mention something exciting that you have planned for 
the next day.

● Send home notes to a child’s family telling something 
special the child did that day.

● Display child’s family members photos in the classroom 
to help the child connected.

● Have lots of patience
● Invite the parent/caregiver to know a child. (Remember 

children will adjust to separation differently).

• Have lots of patience and give children enough time to be 
independent in taking care of personal needs.

• Model self-help skills and provide appropriate feedback.
• Allow sufficient time to perform the self-help task and have 

lots of patience.
• Provide lots of opportunities to develop self-help skills.
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Indicator
 2. Knows if she/he is a girl or a boy.
 3. Knows and states or indicates through other means 

her/his name.

Activities and Ideas

● Make children stand in a circle. Ask them to move their 
body on the beat of Dhapli.

● Suddenly teacher says – ‘All the girls sit down’ or ‘All 
the boys come to me’.

● Encourage each child to introduce himself or herself. 
Example – “My name is Ruchi, I am a girl”, “My name is 
Amit, I am a boy”.

● Always call children by their names.
● Prepare names cards with logo for each child and use 

them for roll call.
● Use the child’s full name while introducing her/him to 

others.

Indicator
 4. Knows and states or indicates through other means 

her/his father’s and mother’s name.

Activities and Ideas

● Encourage each child to draw pictures of his/her family 
members.

● Ask each child to tell his/her father and mother’s name.
● Create ‘All about me’, ‘my family’ book for each child.
● Display child’s family members photos in the classroom 

and write their name underneath.

Indicator
 5. Feels comfortable being around with other children/

adults.

Activities and Ideas

● Circle game – “Run, run, run all the children run, make 
a circle and all the children run”
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● Role play and dramatisation.
● Encourage children to play with toys together.
● Do lots of group games and group singing.
● Make provision for interest/activity areas either in the 

classroom or create a separate activity resource room 
where children could access to different interest area 
and play with materials of their own choice.

● Allow sufficient time to be a part of the group.

Indicator
 6. Interacts with other children.

Activities and Ideas

● Encourage children to interact with other children 
during nutrition time or play time.

● Take children to field trip.
● Pretend play – “Telephonic conversation”, “Doctor-

Doctor”.
● Establish a climate for positive social interactions.
● Encourage children to talk about their experiences.
● Observe children when they are working in small 

groups.

Indicator
 7. Plays with other children or in a small group.
 8. Begins to share toys and materials but with prompts.

Activities and Ideas

● Make children sit in small groups and play with toys.
● Encourage children to share the toys in small group 

play.
● Ask children to distribute material turn wise.
● Provide sufficient material.

Indicator
 9. Enjoys simple rhymes/songs with others.

Activities and Ideas

● Action song-
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  e.g. “10 green bottle standing on a line, one fell down and 
then they were nine; 9 green bottles standing up straight, 
one fell down and then they were eight; continue....”

● “Five little ducks went out to play, over the hills and far 
away, Mother duck call them quack quack, four little 
ducks came back, back, back........”

Indicator
 10. Remains engaged with an activity for about ten minutes.

Activities and Ideas

● Create a comfortable and stress free atmosphere.
● Provide plastic/cardboard coins and a piggy bank and 

encourage the children to put coins into the slit.
● Play memory games.
● Let the children arrange blocks by size, colour or shape.
● Let the children play with magnetic pictures, letters, 

magnets and paper clips.
● Provide play dough with a plastic knife, rolling pin and 

cookie cutters, etc.
● Colouring with paints, water.
● Provide simple puzzles.
● Plan for “sit-down” activities that the children enjoy.
● Respond to everything your child says but don’t be over 

enthusiastic otherwise he/she will get distract from your 
conversation and won’t be able to focus independently 
on the task.

● Monitor TV watching at home.

Remember you need to have lots of patience in increasing the 
children’s attention span.

Indicator
 11. Listens to short stories for at least ten minutes.

Activities and Ideas

● Tell story with the help of attractive big pictures./cut 
outs of characters on the flannel board.
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● Tell stories with sound effects and appropriate gestures 
and voice modulation.

● Tell short “Flannel Board stories” or pop-up stories or 
use the props.

● Read stories with lots of enthusiasm.
● (This is very important for children with language delays 

who may not understand all the words.)
● A puppet can also serve as a role model for preferred 

behavior such as sitting quietly and listening to a story.
● Provide variety of books to children to develop interest, 

such as picture books, information books, story books, 
etc.

● Use different types of puppets for storytelling.

Indicator
 12. Understands simple directions/instructions.

Activities and Ideas
● Have patience and always remember young children 

need time and positive reinforcement to accomplish 
individual tasks.

● Give simple instructions to your children while 
conducting daily routine activities such as “Ashita, 
please get the doll and put her on the table”. “ Rohit, 
please put your crayons in the box”.

● Try to involve all the children one by one in such 
individual activities as they need opportunities to learn 
how to pay attention to what they hear.

● Give meaningful directions such as asking for help in 
keeping the toys back to the shelves, setting the table, 
etc.

● Give positive feedback.
● Play memory game to develop the children’s ability to 

recall and follow directions.
● It is important to give children directions that relate 

to their learning styles. Give positive suggestions. For 
example, instead of directing, “Don’t run,” say, “walk 
carefully”.

● Make ‘following directions’ fun. Play games like follow 
the leader or giant steps to sharpen listening skills.
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● Make sure that directions are easy to understand. Say 
them slowly.

Indicator

 13. Begins to take turns

Activities and Ideas

● Provide certain fun activities that help to develop 
children ability to be patient and encourage waiting.

● Reading stories about patience.
● Aaj ki taaza khabar (Talking time): Young children want 

their turn to talk, to show something. Make children sit 
in a semi-circle as a first activity to begin the day with. 
Then ask children to share something with everyone 
(one by one). The child who has to say will start up in 
her/his place and share her/his talk/ idea with others. 
Do not force any child to speak.

● Read light, green light game helps children to stay 
in place until it is their turn. Select one child to play 
as ‘traffic signal’. Ask the remaining children line up 
around 15-20 feet away from the child playing “the 
traffic signal”. The traffic signal turns away from the 
other children and shouts, “ green light”, on which all 
the children start moving toward the traffic signal. And 
when the “traffic signal” will say “red light” and turn 
quickly to catch any child that is not standing statue 
still. If any child is caught moving after the traffic. 
Signal shouts “red light” that child is out of the game. 
The game continues until only one player remains, 
being either a player who touches the traffic light or the 
traffic light who has caught everyone out.

● Musical chairs
● Take turns playing the “leader” and the “copy cat”. The 

leader claps out a pattern. The copy cat tries to clap 
back the same pattern. You can simplify the patterns by 
counting the number of claps. This activity will help to 
develop children’s listening skills, following directions, 
taking turns, etc.
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Indicator
 14. Listens to others while playing in small group or large 

group

Activities and Ideas
● Provide opportunities for listening to stories and to 

conversation.
● What sounds do you hear? – Ask children to close their 

eyes and ask them to name a sound that they hear (you 
can create the sound).

● Telephone number – call out a series of individual 
numbers slowly; for example, five, seven, nine. Let the 
children repeat the numbers. Gradually increase the 
number of digits in the series.

● Odd one out- Name three or more objects that fall 
within the same category and one item should belong 
to different category. For example, papaya, pineapple, 
cherry, shoes.

● All listening games and activities.

Indicator
 15. Expresses himself/herself freely in a group

Activities and Ideas
● Provide a language rich environment. 
● Encourage children to be themselves.
● Plan for a dramatisation of a story.
● Provide opportunities to make choices and pursue 

individual interests.
● Provide ample time for outdoor and free indoor play.
● Encourage and help children ask questions and develop 

self-expression about the stories.
● Give particular attention to children’s verbal responses.
● Play ‘dumb charade’ (mime) where young children use 

gestures and actions instead of words.
● Ask children to think about what they would like to 

be during the class theme ‘Our Helpers’ and let them 
mime the gestures and actions, e.g. vegetable seller, 
barber, milkman and so on.
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Indicator
 16. Says ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ with reminders.

Activities and Ideas

● Model ‘sharing’ everyday. If your child gives you one of 
her/his chocolate or toffee, say – ‘Thank you for sharing 
your toffee with me’.

● Teacher need to be a role model.
● Rhyme: ̂ ^fdlh ds ?kj vxj tkvks] ^ueLrs* rqe t#j dguk]

  fdlh ls phT+k vxj ysuk] ^Iyht* dgdj gh ysuk]
  vxj dksbZ phT+k rqEgsa ns rks] mls ^FkSaD;w* t#j dguk**A

● Tell stories on sharing
● Sharing lunch together

Indicator
 17. Understands arrival as routine of her/his part of the 

day.
 18. Understands arrival and departure as routine of her/

his part of the day.

Activities and Ideas

● Teacher acts as role model and greets children.

Physical and Motor Development

Gross Motor skills
Make sure that your children are in safe and large space 
where they can run freely without getting hurt. Make all 
the gross motor activities and games a fun and meaningful 
experience. Remember your children need you and your 
patience. Teach them how to throw a ball, kick, catch and 
balance. Give them time.

Indicator
 1. Can pedal appropriate size tricycle in forward direction.

Activities and Ideas

● Include lots of materials and equipment and plan for 
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free and structured activities for both indoors and 
outdoors to promote gross motor development.

● Provide tricycles, and other ride-on-toys for outdoor 
play. Also provide pushing and putting toys and 
shopping cartons.

● Provide toy ponnies and encourage children to push 
their bodies back and forth to make it rock.

Indicator
 2. Throws a ball at a distance of at least two yards.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide beach balls to play with. Play throw by turn.
● Beanbags are excellent for developing throwing and 

catching skills, and can usually be played indoors (but 
always with care).

● Always be patient and provide lots of practice when 
teaching throwing games to children.

● Play with large soft balls, beach balls i.e. throwing, 
catching, rolling, kicking etc.

● Give your children some small bournvita lids and ask 
them to try to toss like Frisbees and see how far they go.

● Throwing and catching beanbags.
● Show your child how to throw a ball down so that it will 

bounce back up for you to catch. Ask the child to do so.
● Throw at a target i.e. in a tub, basket, tyre, empty box 

etc.
● Bounce and count.
● “Kick the ball so that it goes very slowly/quickly”.
● “Kick a small ball to a partner”.

Indicator
 3. Walks up and down the stairs.

Activities and Ideas

● Help your children to go up and down a small flight of 
stairs.

● Stair toys. Provide a small plastic or wooden toy, that 
allows your children to climb up and then down.
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● Take a small steady stool and encourage your children 
to step up and then step down.

● Provide opportunities to climb outside.
● Promote walking up/down stairs alone (supervise).

Indicator
 4. Jumps down from low levels (6-8 inches)

Activities and Ideas

● Jump in-out of the water- spread a blue durry or rug 
and make the children stand around it in a circle. Then 
ask them to jump in and out of the water.

● Jump off step – let the child stand on a step and jump 
down to the floor.

● Two feet jumps – ask the child to try to jump with both 
feet off the ground.

● Jump the river- draw two lines on the ground floor. Ask 
the child to try to “jump over the river”. You can move 
the lines together or further apart, depending on the 
child’s abilities.

Indicator
 5. Attempts to walk along a line, stepping off occasionally.

Activities and Ideas

● When you hear a sound, make children stand in a line 
and let them walk in a line. Make a sound such as 
dog’s bark, cat’s meow, bird chirp, horn honking etc. 
When children will hear the sound, the first child in the 
line has to run to the back and become the caboose. 
Continue until every child has a twin to lead the line.

 ● Spice up your walk: Encourage your children to 
incorporate different moves, such as running, hopping, 
walking fast/slow, etc.

● Place a low wooden plank, or tape a string on the floor 
and encourage your child to walk on this.

 ● Music and movement activities.
 ● Red light, Green light – A simple way to walk and practice 
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rules. Green light means go (walk or run) and red light 
means stop (or stand). Refer to indicator 12.

● Simple chase games – Pretend to chase your child and 
then ask her/him to chase you.

 ● What time is it Mr. Wolf?
  The child as a ‘wolf’ stands on one end with his/her 

back turned and all other children stands on the other 
side. All the children ask; “what time is it Mr. Wolf”? 
And the wolf answers with a time e.g. the wolf says, “5 
O’ clock, then the children would have to take 5 steps 
i.e. the children have the walk steps corresponding to 
the time. The game continues in the line of questioning 
until the wolf thinks the children are close, in which 
case the wolf would reply, “it’s my LUNCH TIME!” 
and would turn around and try to catch the children. 
Whoever is caught becomes the wolf in next round.

 ● Statue- Play some music and let children walk/dance. 
When the music stops children has to Freeze!

● Tape some masking tape on the floor for your child to 
walk on.

 ● Dog Dog Cat
  Make children sit in a circle and one child walks around 

the outside of the circle tapping the others heads and 
saying: “Dog, Dog, Dog, Dog…..Cat!” whoever is the 
“Cat” needs to get up and run after the first child before 
they reach their space back in the circle. If the child is 
caught then she/he go into the tomato soup (i.e. the 
center of the circle).

● Let your children follow you as you march around the 
room to music/drum beat

Indicators
 6. Make wide turns while riding a tricycle.
 7. Make wide turns while running avoiding obstacles

Activities and Ideas

●  Provide safe path for riding a tricycle.
● Blow the bubbles and ask your child to run and jump 

and catch the bubbles.
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● Moving through an obstacle course like carton boxes, 
chains, pillows etc.

● Use signs and hoops as obstacles and ask children 
to imagine that they are walking over water full of big 
fishes and sharks or perhaps they are traveling in the 
forest and they need to be very careful.

● Let children run freely avoiding obstacles.

Indicator
 8. Balances on one foot for approximately four to five 

seconds.

Activities and Ideas

● Keeping a small plastic basket on heads and balancing. 
“Can you balance this basket/beanbag on your head 
and walk around the class?”

● Balancing on a 6 feet tape line pasted on the floor.
● Moving like animals.
● Moving and exercising to music.
● I’m a basket: - Ask children to lie on their stomach, 

bending (spread a mattress/carpet) on their knees. 
Then ask your children to hold on their ankles and way 
from side to side like a basket (demonstrate). This is a 
great activity that stretches their muscles and teachers 
coordination and balance.

Indicator
 9. Swings from a branch of the tree/jungle gym with help.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide opportunities adequately and appropriately.

Fine Motor Skills
Remember every child will acquire fine motor skills needed 
for writing in a different time table. The more your young 
children use their fingers in such activities that help to 
strengthen their eye hand coordination, the sooner they 
will master these skills. Provide lots of opportunities where 
children can use their tripod fingers.
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Indicators (1 to 12)
 1. Fixes single piece inset puzzle with knobs.
 2. Works on simple puzzles (up to 4 pieces)
 3. Rolls and pounds clay.
 4. Uses two fingers (thumb and index) for picking objects; 

transfers liquid using a dropper.
 5. Eats without spilling food.
 6. Can do simple manipulations
 7. Uses hands, thumbs and index fingers for tearing.
 8. Holds a crayon or a thick sketch pen with thumb and 

two fingers and attempts to make simple strokes.
 9. Strings eight to ten one inch beads.
 10. Builds eight to nine block tower.
 11. Stirs liquid with spoon.
 12. Reproduces or copies a horizontal, vertical line and 

circle.

Activities and Ideas

● Ask children to tear waste paper to pieces and mix 
them with homemade glue to do paper machie e.g. to 
make a paper machie bowl, they just put a layer of bits 
of paper with water, then they put many layers of paper 
glue mixture and let it dry and then next day remove it 
from the bowl.

● Do a story along with drawing or painting. The teacher 
tells a story to the children and draws along. The 
children draw along with the teacher.

● The children do glue painting. The teacher gives the 
children some homemade glue to which some colour is 
added. The children use their fingers to mix and draw 
things in the glue when they are done they take an 
impression of it. After one they can make more using 
the same glue.

● The children are told a story along with some clay. They 
create as the story unfolds e.g. once there was a round 
object – the children roll the clay into a ball. It was the 
egg of a snake. After some days the egg broke and out 
came a baby snake. The children now roll the clay ball 
into a small snake. After some days the snake began to 
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grow it became longer and longer continues till it could 
grow no more. Then it laid an egg again roll it into a 
ball.

● Paint at an easel.
● Finger painting
● Let them create story with cut outs on flannel board.
● Give them puzzles with thick pieces.
● Give children water spray bottles and let them use it to 

spray water on plants.
● Ask children to transfer water from one container to 

another using a spoon or dropper play a game with 
two teams and whoever completes the task just is the 
winner.

● Let them use finger puppets.
● Give children old pencils and crayons to sharpen. It 

develops their fine motor skills.
● Do simple paper folding activities like fold paper into 

half and then another half. Then open it and ask the 
children to draw or the crease lines. The children fold 
the paper and draw.

● Colouring
● Joining dots – connect dot to dot.
● Rolling play dough/potters clay/plasticine into tiny 

balls. Let the children smash it, squeeze it and ponder 
it!

● Cut out thicker shapes from cardboard (triangle, 
square etc.) or give bournvita lids, square blocks. Then 
ask your children to trace around them using crayons, 
sketch pens.

● Provide two bowls with small items. Challenge the 
children to get all the items form one bowl to another 
using only the tweezers or small tong.

● Tearing newspaper into ships and then crumpling them 
into balls.

● Clapping games.
● Pushing coins into money box (gulluk) is a fun activity. 

Encourage the child to pick up a coin and put in one at 
a time, and push it into the money box using her/his 
thumb, middle and index fingers.
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● Crumpling small pieces of crepe paper and use it to 
decorate craft activities.

● Use the clothes peg (chimti) to pick up small pieces of 
paper.

● Provide a string at a child’s height and give small 
clothing items and ask children to hand these with 
clothes peg.

● Provide a empty round box and clothes pegs to the 
children. Ask them to create a cage for wild animals by 
simply placing clothes peg around the box.

● Ask the children to use the tripod fingers to hold a 
crayon down flat and rub colour all over a large area on 
paper like a big circle.

● Provide play dough with a plastic knife, rolling pin 
(belan), cookie cutters etc.

● Provide stack cups or containers of different sizes.
● All tripod activities are meant for fine motor skills.

Cognitive Development

Learning and Problem solving

Indicator
 1. Is curious, notices attributes of objects

Activities and Ideas

● Set up a Discovery/Science area in the classroom 
and keep relevant and age appropriate materials like 
magnetic pictures, letters, seeds, household items; to 
explore and experiment with.

● Talk with children about the immediate environment.
● Help your children find something positive to do for the 

environment.
● Allow children to tell you how they feel and think.
● Find out what your children know and build their 

knowledge further by allowing them to explore 
experiment, discover and investigate.

● Grow vegetables in front of the child.
● Have a corner in the room where the teacher changes 

objects lying on it e.g. one day she has musical 
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instruments another day she puts toy animals, pebbles 
(different types) leaves etc.

● Take children for nature walks as it provides as ideal 
hands-on learning experience.

● Rhyme:
  ¶cht T+kehu ij iM+s gSa] iM+s gSa] iM+s gSa
  cht T+kehu ij iM+s gSa] uUgsa cht mBks
  ckfj'k cjls Ne Ne Ne] Ne Ne Ne] Ne Ne Ne
  ckfj'k cjls Ne Ne Ne uUgsa cht mBks¸

● Change display boards regularly along with furniture 
and display at their eye level.

● Change the routine deleting some important activity – 
see if the child notices the change.

● E.g. one day don’t have prayer time or story time instead 
give your children a little plot in the garden to care for.

Indicator
 2. Finds multiple uses for objects used in the classrooms.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide children with different materials like leaves, 
stones, hay, bits of paper and see what they can create.

● Give them pieces of different sized blocks and ask them 
to use them as props. e.g. block for phone, stick for 
pencil, jLlh for snake.

● Circle time where children are given an object and they 
have to come up with ideas of what it can be used for. 
e.g. dVksjk as a bowl, as a hat, as a pØ, as a drum etc.

Indicator
 3. Sees simple tasks through to completion

Activities and Ideas

● Ask children questions like what do we do before eating 
food children will say wash hands.

● Rhyme:
 (i) ¶gkFk /ksvksa] eatu djks vkSj ugkvks]
  lkI +kQ gks osQ [kq”kh ls ;g xkuk xkvks]
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  gkFk jgs lki+Q rks fdruh vPNh ckr]
  nk¡r jgs lki+Q pkgs lqcg gks ;k jkrA¸
 (ii) ,d cqf<+;k us cks;k nkuk
  ¶,d cqf<+;k us cks;k nkuk
  xktj dk Fkk ikS/k yxkuk
  xktj gkFkksa gkFk cM+h
  lksp rksM+ bls ys tkmQ¡
  gyok xjek&xje cukmQ¡
  [khapha pksVh ”kksj yxk;k 
  ugha cuk HkbZ ugha cuk 
  dke gekjk ugha cuk
  vkSj cqykvks ,d tuk
  fiQj cqf<+;k dk cq<~<+k vk;k
  nksuksa us feydj ”kksj yxk;k
  [khapha pksVh ”kksj yxk;k
  ugha cuk HkbZ ugha cuk 
  dke gekjk ugha cuk
  vkSj cqykvks ,d tuk
  fiQj cqf<+;k dk csVk vk;k
  rhuksa us feydj ”kksj yxk;k
  [khapha pksVh ”kksj yxk;k
  ugha cuk HkbZ ugha cuk 
  dke gekjk ugha cuk
  vkSj cqykvks ,d tuk
  fiQj cqf<+;k dh cgq vk;h
  pkjksa us feydj ”kksj yxk;k
  [khapha pksVh ”kksj yxk;k
  ugha cuk HkbZ ugha cuk 
  dke gekjk ugha cuk
  vkSj cqykvks ,d tuk
  fiQj cqf<+;k dk iksrk vk;k
  ik¡pksa us feydj ”kksj yxk;k
  [khapha pksVh ”kksj yxk;k
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  cu x;k HkbZ cu x;k 
  dke gekjk cu x;k¸

Indicator
 4. Applies knowledge or everyday experiences to similar 

situations.

Activities and Ideas

● Opportunities for free conversation and topic based 
conversation

● Show and Tell
● Opportunities to explain, discover and express
● Nature walk
● Small group activities 

Indicator
 5. Observes, remembers and immediately recalls 4-5 

objects shown at a time.

Activities and Ideas

● Place 3-5 objects in a tray. The children are shown the 
objects and then the tray is covered

● The children have to recall and name the objects.
● Similar to the above we remove one object and the child 

has to tell us which one is missing.
● Go for a nature walk and then during circle time ask 

the children to recall what they saw.

Indicator
 6. Identifies missing part of a picture of a familiar object

Activities and Ideas

● Finding the hidden object
● Completing the simple puzzle
● Match the unfinished drawing to the finished drawing 

by adding lines
● Trace along the dotted lines to complete the simple 

picture.
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● Drawing the missing parts of the picture. Later on 
colour the picture (age-appropriate).

Indicator
 7. Demonstrates the ability to correctly put in order or 

sequence upto 3 story pictures

Activities and Ideas

● Do an action and ask children to identify. Then ask 
them to perform the next action turn by turn. E.g.

● 1st Person – picks up a banana
● 2nd Person – peels the banana
● And so on.
● Story Cards- putting story cards in sequence and tell 

the story.
● Rhyme

  “This is the way we brush our teeth
  Brush our teeth early in the morning
  This is the way we wash our face…………………….”

● Provide several things and encourage children to 
(first demonstrate) arrange things one after another 
in a series and describe the relationship. (Big/bigger/
biggest).

Indicator
 8. Understands the comprehension of basic words related 

to position, size, direction and comparison.

Activities and Ideas

● Play a game and ask children to run into the class – run 
out. Go up the stairs down the stairs, skip and go to 
the first step and then last step. Sit on the chair under 
the table.

● Collect leaves which are same in shape or colour.
● Collect leaves which have different shape and colour.
● Climb up and sit on the top of the jungle gym or bottom 

of the jungle gym.
● Rhyme
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 1. “You put your right hand in
  You put your right hand out
  You put your right hand in
  And shake it all about
  Do the Hoogy-Boogy, and turn yourself around.
  And that’s what it all about”
  
 2. ¶pank osQ xk¡o esa 
  rkjksa dh Nk¡o esa
  ge lSj djus tk,¡xsa---
  jkWosQV ij p<+ dj tk,¡xsa
  nk;k¡ gkFk vanj djks
  nk;k¡ gkFk ckgj djks
  FkksM+k&FkksM+k bls fgykvks
  fiQj rqe ?kwe tkvks-----¸

Indicator
 9. Draws or constructs and then names what it is.

Activities and Ideas

● Give children different shaped cut outs and ask them to 
paste and create something. e.g. using blocks – children 
place them together and then use it as a train, road, 
aeroplane.

● Provide stacking toys and manipulative materials.

Indicator
 10. Counts objects (upto five objects)

Activities and Ideas

● “Simon says” ,“get me 5 stones”
  Simon says, “get me 4 leaves”
  Simon says, “get me 2 sticks”

 ● ¶,d&,d&,d gS ukd gekjh ,d]
  nks&nks&nks lHkh osQ gkFk nks]
  rhu&rhu&rhu fjD'kk ds ifg, rhu]
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  pkj&pkj&pkj ?kksM+s dh Vkaxs pkj]
  ik¡p&ik¡p&Ikk¡p gSa gkFk dh m¡xyh ik¡pA¸

Logical Thinking

Indicator
 11. Classifies/sorts objects (same/different/alike/not 

alike) by physical features.

Activities and Ideas

● Give children old magazines and ask them to cut out 
pictures. Then they sit and paste the pictures using 
different sheets based on size, colour.

● Go for a nature walk. Ask children to collect leaves and 
sort them in class according to size, shape, colour.

● Goldilocks story:talk and show different sized, bowls, 
chairs.

Indicator
 12. Asks questions about the world around her/him

Activities and Ideas

● Quiz on body parts:
  Ask the children questions:
 (i) Where do you wear a watch (wrist)
 (ii) Which part of your body helps you to carry your bag 

(shoulder)
 (iii) Where do you wear earrings(ears)
 (iv) Which part of your body goes Dhak Dhak Dhak 

(heart)
● Take the children for nature walk and ask them to 

observe the nature. Ask some questions like – ‘where 
is the kite?’, ‘who is sitting on the top of the tree?’ etc.

● Ask the children to go out of the class turn wise and 
observe any one thing. Describe the things to the class.

Indicator
 13. Demonstrates visual discrimination by skills matching 

two like pictures in each of five set of pictures.
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Activities and Ideas

● Give children objects like – 1 block 1 katori, 1 leaf, 1 
stone, 1 pen, 1 pencil, 2 crayons etc. and ask them 
to identify the objects and point out which of them is 
identical.

● Similar to (a) give them pictures cards and play like 
that.

● Similar activity with colour/shape cards.

Indicator
 14. Matches objects in one-to-one correspondence.

Activities and Ideas

● Ask the children to give out one sheet of paper to each 
child.

● Place the bowls and ask the children to put one bead 
in each bowl.

● Distribute the colour cards to the children then ask one 
child to give one crayon matching the colour cards.

Indicator
 15. Recognises, replicates or repeats simple visual pattern 

sequence with the objects.

Activities and Ideas

● Place two erasers, two pencils and two crayons and tell 
them to repeat the same pattern.

● In a similar manner work with utensils, colour, shape.
● Give them beads of various sizes, place terminal order 

biggest, bigger, big, ask them to follow the pattern.

Indicator
 16. Understands and shows awareness of time concepts 

(present and may refer to past and future)

Activities and Ideas

● During circle time ask them what they did yesterday.
● Do a quiz and ask the children questions like
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 (a) When do you eat breakfast?
 (b) When do you get up?
 (c) When do you sleep?
 (d) When does the sun rise?
 (e) When does the sun set?

● When the children are going home you can ask them 
what they will do.

  Encourage your children’s reasoning, problem solving 
and creativity.

Language and Literacy Skills

Listening and Speaking Skills

Indicator
 1. Answer simple “what” questions.

Activities and Ideas
● All those whose name start with ‘A’ stand up……and 

give your name.
● The children whose name start with ‘S’ will help tidy up 

today.
● Read a story and ask them ‘what’ happened in the story.

Indicator
 2. Uses 3-4 word complete sentences to express her/his 

needs.

Activities and Ideas

● Have a circle time where the child holds a speaking 
object and turn by turn complete the sentence ‘I like 
to’…..so the child repeats the whole sentence ‘I like to 
play on the Jhula’ this carry’s on with each child. We 
can have any amount of variations in this.

● Encourage the children to speak complete sentences 
while asking to go to the toilet or to play.

● Ask the children to pair up and have make belief 
conversations using complete sentences e.g. one child 
asks a question ‘where are you going’? The other 
answers ‘I am going to the market’.
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 ● ¶ge IkwQyksa ls lt osQ vkrs gSa] vkrs gSa] vkrs gSaA
  rqe fdldks ysus vkrs gks] vkrs gks] vkrs gksA
  ge liuk dks ysus vkrs gSa] vkrs gSa] vkrs gSaA
  rqe fdldks ysus Hkstksxs] Hkstksxs] HkstksxsA
  ge iwue dks ysus Hkstsaxs] Hkstsaxs] HkstsaxsA¸

Indicator
 3. Understands and follows a two-step direction/command

Activities and Ideas

● Give the children, paper with circles drawn on it ask 
the children to cut the circles and paste it on the sheet. 
Similar instructions can be given for any activity.

● Let us tidy up and make a line to go to the Jhoolas.
● Colour the big objects blue and the small ones yellow.
● Play a game such as “Shivaji Says” (adapted Indian 

version of “Simon says”) that begin with simple 
directions and then increase the number of directions. 
When play “Shivaji says” with children, always include 
“Shivaji says” before giving any directions. Children will 
follow the directions only when “Shivaji says” is included 
before the direction. For example, “Shivaji says”, touch 
your feet” (Children will follow the direction) ‘ Touch 
your feet’ (children will not follow the directions as 
‘Shivaji says’ is not included).

● Read sequence-based stories and story cards. 
Encourage children to recall the sequence of events.

● Involve children in Free conversation to tell their daily 
early morning sequence routine. For example, “getting 
up, wishing everybody, going to toilet, brushing teeth…”

● Prepare a simple recipe chart or sequence recipe cards 
with simple one-line directions in card. (Remember, 
your children cannot read, you only need to create a 
print rich classroom and label) Use both written words 
and picture or illustrations of the steps in the recipe. 
Then encourage the child to collect materials step by 
step to make a dish by following the recipe chart or 
recipe cards. Remember this always will be a non-fire 
cooking.
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● Include going to trips/nutrition time to involve ‘following 
directions’.

Indicator
 4. Discriminates certain sounds

Activities and Ideas

● Blind fold the child and have different sounds like a 
bell, utensils, clapping, laughing etc and ask the child 
to identify them.

● The children are given a worksheet in which they have 
different objects form which sounds come, e.g. when 
the bell is rung the children identify the sound and 
colour the bell on the work-sheet (Bingo).

● Make them listen to sounds from nature and ask them 
what they heard. The children close their eyes and sit. 
They listen to different sounds and then they have to 
say what they heard, e.g. I heard a bird, somebody 
coughing, children speaking etc.

Indicator
 5. Begins asking simple questions:

Activities and Ideas

● Create a stress-free and comfortable atmosphere in the 
classroom.

● Listen to the child patiently and don’t snub them by 
saying that’s a silly/funny questions.

● Provide activities and materials in a small group.
● Try to talk to each child every day.
● Praise their efforts, comment on their successes and 

display their work at eye level.
● Displaying their work in prominent places in the class 

room could be a big boost to their self-esteem.
● Help children learn to initiate contact with others.
● Do lots of conversation such as free conversation, 

picture conversation, and conversation starters to help 
children feel at ease.
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Indicator
 6. Listens to stories being read:

Activities and Ideas

 ● Story Telling: Provide ‘Read Aloud Story’ time to 
children. Tell stories with voice modulation. Keep 
asking questions in-between to see the involvement of 
children.

 ● Story Making: Make children sit in a circle and let each 
child contribute a sentence to create a story.

Indicator
 7. Tells of a simple experience:

Activities and Ideas

 ● Show and tell: The children make something e.g. a 
picture or a model e.g. they paint a dog and then come 
in front of the class and talk about it. This is a dog, his 
name is “………”. He barks, his baby is called a puppy, 
it is a pet animal.

 ● Circle time where the child is given time to talk about 
what they did yesterday after going home.

● Ask the children to do make belief writing and the 
teacher writes what the child says e.g. ‘My mummy 
went to the market’.

Indicator
 8. Sings and repeats simple rhymes and songs.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide opportunities for poem recitation and rhyme 
singing.

● Initially provide simple and short rhymes.
● Provide individual and group singing opportunities.
● Rhyme

  “The ants go marching 1 by 1 hurrah hurrah -2”.
  The ants go marching 1 by 1 the little one stopped to 
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touch her thumb 
  hurrah hurrah -2.
  “The ants go marching 2 by 2 hurrah hurrah -2”.
  The ants go marching 2 by 2 the little one stopped to tie 

her shoe 
  hurrah hurrah.
  Continue the rhyme using as many numbers.

● Sing a song by just humming and ask the children to 
guess which song is being sung.

Indicators
 9. Remembers the characters and events of a story.
 10. Speaks clearly so that others can understand.

Activities and Ideas

● Story-telling opportunities.
● Arranging story cards in a sequence and telling the 

story.
● Show and tell activity where a child will talk about any 

object/pictures.
● Picture Reading.

Reading Readiness

Indicators
 1. Show print awareness.
 2. Recognises and identifies environment print.
 5. Matches the objects/pictures with given words (orally).
 7. Imitates act if reading.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide print-rich environment. Label objects/pictures 
in the classroom.

● Read age and developmentally appropriate good 
children’s books.

● Re-read children’s favourite books and stories.
● While reading stories occasionally point to the text as 

you read and indicate where you start to read. This 
will help children grasp that the markings in the text 
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are what you are reading, not the pictures. Children 
“pretend read” back to you and to each other, ask them 
to point to where they are reading.

● Create opportunities where children watch you write 
their dictated stories.

Indicators
 3. Matches similar letters.
 4. Identifies and classifies a letter, different from the 

several identical letters.
 8. Identifies few letters of the alphabet.

Activities and Ideas

● Refer to the examples given above.
● Show the children their worksheets/any book which 

have their name written on it and ask them to try and 
read or guess whose book it is.

● Similarly place the books randomly and ask children 
to find their own books. The teacher writes the name of 
the child in front of the child and draw a line-in-between 
the letters. Then the child draws a picture starting with 
the letters in her/his name.

● Provide name card to each child with her/his logo on it.
● Provide a Print-rich environment in the classroom. 

Display at the eye level of the child and label everything 
in the classroom.

● While reading stories, move your index finger 
underneath the sentence.

Indicators
 6. Knows that the print carries the message.
 9. Tells what is happening in the picture.
 7. Imitates act of reading.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide a language area where the books are displayed 
at eye-level of children and are well stocked with a 
variety of reading materials.
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● Imitate adult reading by allowing children to choose the 
stories to be read during story-telling time.

● Listen attentively when children pretending to “read” 
aloud from a book.

● Help your children develop a deeper understanding of 
story characters.

● Have big books available for single or shared reading.
● Allow time for children to enjoy the language/library 

area independently.
● The children are asked to narrate a story using picture 

cards or to retell a story told by the teacher.
● Role play-The children are encouraged to tell a story 

like the teacher, e.g. Tara you are a teacher now. You 
tell us this story.

Writing Readiness
Indicators
 1. Uses crayons, pencils to do scribble writing and letter-

like forms.
 2. Dramatises/Imitate act of writing in play.

Activities and Ideas

● Provide finger painting activities used encourage 
children to use their favourite colours in it.

● Provide letters (cut outs) to string. Lacing is a great way 
to practice eye-hand coordination, which will help later 
with writing.

● Clay modeling/Play with plasticine/homemade dough– 
The more your children pounds, squeezes and mashes 
the plasticine/dough, the better will be their eye-hand 
coordination.

● Let children play with finger puppets where they will 
use their tripod fingers.

● Develop your preschool children’s ability and writing 
skills through various preschool fine motor skills and 
cutting activities.

 Ø Let children practice picking up and holding 
the scissors (blunt tipped scissors meant for 
preschoolers).
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 Ø Opening and closing the scissors.
 Ø Snipping: Cut one-inch wide strips of chart paper 

in different colours. Demonstrate your children how 
to snip the paper. Keep a plate or a tray where the 
children could drop the cuttings. Demonstrate how 
to open the scissor to place the paper inside and 
how to close the scissors to make a cut. Initially 
hold the paper for the child and encourage her to 
open her scissors and then close the scissors to 
make a cut.

  Use the cutting later to make an art work.
 Ø Cutting practice: Let children cut their favourite 

pictures from magazines and newspaper; cut 
straws; cut fringes on the edge of a piece of paper.

 Ø Provide variety of textured papers for cutting, 
writing, colouring etc.

 ● Coping: Let children try and copy letters using chalk.
 ● Tracing over with paint on their names. e.g., teacher 

writes ‘ALIYA’ (dotted) – The children join the dots and 
then use paint to go over their names.

● The children do a lot of patterns. To get them ready for 
writing e.g., give them a circle and ask them to draw 
vertical lines in it. Similarly, do it with other patterns 
too.

Remember

• Keep the pressure off; rather make 
early writing attempts enjoyable.

• Explore and experiment with different 
surfaces for writing.

• Model good writing habits.
• Be encouraging and enthusiastic.
• Plan and play games that promote 

good writing. 
• Modify according to the special needs 

of children with disabilities.
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● Use sand to draw lines with index finger.
● Show an interest in your children’s first attempts to 

write even if it just looks like scribbling to you as you 
must know SCRIBBLING IS THE FIRST STAGE OF 
WRITING.

● Provide plenty and variety (lined, unlined both) of paper 
and variety of writing tools.

● Let the children scribble in circles, lines and dots.
● Encourage children to turn pages in picture books.
● Encourage children to build a town with building 

blocks/cubes with both hands.
● Encourage play with construction toys.
● Encourage children to dress and undress themselves 

and also provide frames for fastening buttons.
 ● Writing tray: This is somewhat similar to sand tray. Put 

a layer of rice on a tray. This is very good for drawing 
lines and letters.

● Provide lots of ‘tripod activities’ such as opening and 
closing bottle caps, holding and using dropper, using 
tong to hold some objects, etc.
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4
School Readiness Indicators  
and Related Activities

(Background information to be obtained from the parents 
for use by the teacher):

Age / DOB of the Child (date of birth in relation to other 
children in the class): _______________________________________

Order of birth (first born, second born….): ____________________

Sex of the child: ___________________

Type of Family: Nuclear/Joint/Any other ____________________

Primary caregiver for the child: grandmother/maid/any  
other ______________________________________________________

Secondary caregiver for the child: grandmother/maid/any 
other ______________________________________________________

Previous socialisation process (whether the child been to any 
preschool or to any other place): _____________________________

____________________________________________________________

Any favorite activity of the Child from HOME: ___________________

____________________________________________________________
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School Readiness Indicators*

Social-Emotional Development

 1. Can use the toilet independently.
 2. Washes hands before and after meals without reminders.
  Observation
 3. Can complete hygiene tasks after using toilet.
  Observation
 4. Shows confidence in her/his abilities and expresses 

pride in accomplishments.
  e.g. “I can reach the lights now”; “I have finished my 

milk”; “I can button my shirt”; “I’ve finished my drawing.”
 5. Puts toys/play material back to the storage without 

close supervision.
 6. Separates from familiar people, places or things.
  e.g. “Goes along with the teacher happily and puts away 

their belonging in proper place.
 7. States her/his first and last name and age.
  e.g. “My name is Amita Singh. I am five years old.”
 8. Tells street name where her/his home is located.
  e.g. “I live in Vasant Vihar.”
 9. Expresses feelings, needs and also opinions.
  e.g. “That’s a good painting.”; “Abhay helped me in 

picking up the blocks.”
 10. Demonstrates empathy and care for others.
  e.g. “Tell teacher/caregiver when another child is hurt/

upset.”
  “Role play emotions while playing with dolls and using 

puppets.”
 11. Sits and stays with an activity to completion for about 

15 to 20 minutes.
  e.g., Finishes a puzzle, builds something with blocks.”
 12. Likes to make decisions with other children.
  e.g. “Lets play catch catch”.
 13. Joins in conversation during meal times.

* The indicators may be flexibly reviewed for children with disabilities 
based on their existing strengths and weaknesses.
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 14. Says ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ without reminders.
  e.g. “Teacher please give me another paper;”
 15. Follows the rules for different activities and is aware of 

the daily routine of the school.
  e.g. “Going for assembly break time, etc.”; “Let’s get into 

a line to go for assembly”.
 16. Accepts changes made by teacher in daily programme 

and routines.
  e.g., “happy to see and accept the visitor in the classroom;
  “happily and actively participate in a field trip.”
 17. Demonstrates increased independence in school.
  e.g., “Actively and readily goes to other parts of the 

school building to participate in other planned activities 
by the teacher.”;

  “Willingly passes a message of a classroom teacher to 
another nearby classroom.”

  “Returns to classroom from outside play area on her/his 
own.”

 18. Able to Recognise teachers/heads.
  e.g. “Obeys instructions given by teachers/heads”.
 19. Draws a picture of self.
  e.g. “Look at yourself in the mirror and then draw 

yourself”.
 20. Asks permission to use things/belonging to others
  e.g. “Can you please lend me your pencil/eraser”.
 21. Responds to a specific need/desire when expressed by 

another child.
  e.g. “Sure but please return it”.
 22. Asks adults for help when needed.
  e.g. “Can you please buckle my belt/tie my shoe laces”.
 23. Take turns and engage in cooperative activities with 

two or more children with a minimal amount of conflict.
  e.g. “It’s your turn.”; “Can I play now?”; “Listen to peers 

and adults.”;
  “Join in small and large group activities.”
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Physical and Motor Development

Gross Motor Skills

 1. Pedals and steers sharp corners and obstacles.
 2. Throws a ball over-handed and under-handed for a 

distance of atleast two yards.
 3. Aims at a target such as throwing a ball in the tub.
 4. Catches a ball in hands, arms flexed.
 5. Bounces the ball continuously in stable position.
 6. Climbs up and down stairs, one foot per step, without 

adult assistance.
 7. Walks along wide beam/wooden plank such as edge of 

sandbox.
 8. Jumps over a stationary rope held 6 inches above the 

ground.
 9. Can imitate movements and move in different directions 

such as tip-toe, zig-zag, forwards and backwards.
 10. Balance on one foot for a longer time (for 5 to 10 

seconds).
 11. Swings from a branch of the tree/jungle/gym given 

independently.

Fine Motor Skills

 12. Fixes puzzles of 8 –12 pieces.
 13. Rolls clay and create objects on their own.
 14. Begin to establish right or left dominance that show 

preference for using right/left hand more strongly than 
the other.

 15. Holds a crayon with grasp of fingers instead of thumb.
 16. Holds paper in place with one hand while writing with 

the other.
 17. Laces shoes and/or lacing board (Montessori apparatus).
 18. Cuts with blunt tipped scissors along a thick line.
 19. Strings beads with a small hole.
 20. Uses interlocking blocks to create something.
 21. Join dots to complete picture/pattern.
 22. Traces on the outlines of a pattern/given shape.
 23. Copies correctly from the blackboard.
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Cognitive Development

 1. Shows interest and curiosity in people, things and the 
world around her/him.

  e.g., “Why is he/she shouting.”; “ Why is he running?”
 2. Explores and experiments with materials in new ways 

and finds alternative solutions to problems.
  e.g., Uses different containers to pour water.
 3. Uses prior knowledge to understand new experiences.
  e.g., “This seed will grow into a plant.”
 4. Attends to a task/activity even when encounters 

difficulties.
  e.g., rebuilds block tower when it tumbles;. Keeps trying 

to complete puzzle when pieces are not fitting together.
 5. Arrange toys/objects according to size (in order) such 

as big to small, etc.
  e.g., Observation
 6. Uses words like ‘more’ or ‘less’.
  e.g., There are ‘more’ beads in this; I have ‘less’ toffees.
 7. Demonstrate the ability to correctly put an order or 

sequence up to six story pictures (from her/his left to 
right)

 8. Identifies and name colours.
 9. Knows concept of ‘one more’ when asked to give ‘one 

more’.
  e.g., ‘give your friend one more red crayon.’
 10. Counts to ten by rote
  e.g., “Sings a number rhyme.”
 11. Is able to identify shapes.
  e.g., “Child is able to name five-six shapes.”
 12. When asked, she/he is able to give you: one object, two 

objects and three objects.
  e.g., “Show me three jugs, etc.”; “Clap five times.”
 13. Uses one-to-one correspondence in counting objects 

and matching group of objects.
  e.g., “One plate for each of the child on the table.”; “I 

counted five children. I need five oranges.”
 14. Demonstrates an eagerness and interest by asking 

questions and adding ideas.
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  e.g., “During outdoor play – the child questions.”; “Where 
this bird is going? May be flying to her mother.”

 15. Understands and uses the positional words (above/
below, near/far, in/out) correctly.

  e.g., The fish is in the water. The parrot is out of the 
cage.

 16. Classifies a group of objects by one property and then 
by another.

  e.g., collects and sorts leaves by their size and then by 
their colour, sorts 9 joker cards where all the jokers were 
wearing red caps and then by the shape of their caps. 
“My shoes and your shoes all have velcro tapes.”

  “Place all the red coloured objects in this corner.”
 17. Extends patterns with objects/shape cutouts or create 

simple patterns on her/his own.
  e.g., ‘strings beads in which a sequence of two or more 

colours is repeated.’
18.  Associates a number of objects with symbols for 

numbers.
  e.g., “Matching objects with numbers.”
 19. Repeats a series of four-digit numerals.
  e.g., Repeats any set of four numbers such as 4, 3, 2,6.
 20. Understands and uses present, past and future tense 

and time words.
  e.g., talks about today, yesterday, tomorrow.
  “I will go to my nani’s house today and will come back 

tomorrow”;
  “After I finish my lunch, we will go out to play.”
 21. Works on 10-12 piece puzzles.
  e.g., Completes the full picture.
 22. Draws a three part person.
  e.g., Draws head, body, legs.
 23. Draws or constructs that represent something specific.
  e.g., “Makes a train with big blocks.”
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Language and Literacy Skills

Listening and Speaking Skill
 1. Answers questions that shows her/his complete 

thought.
  e.g., “If you give me doll then I will….”; “I want red and 

yellow colour crayon”
 2. Uses short sentences in conversation.
  e.g., “I want to play posham pa when we go outside.”
 3. Join simple sentences together to describe a past or 

present action of experience.
  e.g., “I went to the market yesterday.”; “I am going to the 

market.”
 4. Follow command/directions with more than two steps.
  e.g., “Put your drawing on the table, clear your space 

and wash your hands.”
 5. Ability to identify and discriminate amongst different 

sounds
  e.g., “Close your eyes and listen to the sounds in the 

environment.”
  “Listen to the sounds of vehicles/animals/birds/

objects.”
 6. Asks questions for a variety of purposes using ‘what’, 

‘who’, etc. (for direction, for help, for obtaining 
information, etc.)

  e.g., “Where did the sun go, when it gets dark?”; “What 
is there in lunch?”

  “Who is this animal?”
 7. Listens to story for 15 –20 minutes.
 8. Participates during story-telling time by interacting.
  e.g., “Answers questions related to story; asks questions 

during read-aloud session, then what happened?....; 
acts out familiar story during story dramatisation.”

 9. Listen to and repeats rhyme/songs.
 10. Describes objects by function.
 11. Understands rhyming words.
  e.g., “Words which sound like cat, e.g., cat, rat, sat.
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 12. Retells parts of a story with prompts.
 13. Express her/his thoughts and share experiences.
  e.g., “On something they have made”; “Experiences at 

home.”

Reading Readiness
 1. Demonstrates an interest in reading.
  e.g., Looks at reading materials; attempts to re-read 

familiar text read by the teacher.
 2. Shows awareness of how print works and understands 

that print carries a message.
  e.g., “moves her/his finger on the text from left to right 

as she/he pretends to read”
  Starts at the beginning of the book; turns the pages in the 

correct order; recognises that print uses letters, words, 
space between words.

 3. Handles and cares for books in a respectful manner
  e.g., Observation
 4. Begins to understand that;
  A story has a beginning, a middle and an end.
 5. Shows growing awareness of the initial sounds of words.
  e.g., B (c)  B A T; 
   M _ (e) Man;
 6. Discriminates and identifies the sounds of letters.
  e.g., B says ‘c’ P says ‘i’
 7. Predicts the story or events of a story by looking at 

illustrations, acts out important/main events of a 
familiar story.

  e.g., “Use the cover pictures to determine the story.”
 8. Identifies and names most letters of the alphabet in 

different contexts.
  e.g., identify letters by name on labels in different areas; 

in charts, poems and stories; in big books; cut outs of 
letters and manipulative letters in letter play; identify 
the sound that is represented by a letter. My name starts 
with ‘j’ – Rani.
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 9. Understands the meaning of a story.
  e.g., The child is able to explain the story.
 10. Retells stories in proper sequences that have been read 

by the teacher using pictures in the books
 11. Can recite 6-8 lines rhymes/poems in rhythm.
  e.g., Observation
 12. Recognises own name in print.
  e.g., reads the letters in his/her name written in their 

notebooks.
 13. Recognises individual words in sentences.
  e.g., Recognises the words like, in, on, etc. in a sentence.

Writing Readiness
 1. Demonstrates interest in writing.
  e.g., choose a variety of; writing materials, such as 

crayons, pencils, markers, paper, tables, draw.
 2. Understands that writing has some meaning.
  e.g., “What does it mean?” “What are you writing?”
  Ask questions about the meaning of something in print; 

ask the teacher to write out new words for them — 
“Teacher write my name.”

 3. Experiments with simple writing forms in a variety of 
contexts.

  e.g.,“Make greeting cards and sign on it; make a list of 
friends’ name.”

 4. Writes certain letters, especially those with simple 
strokes and in own name.

  e.g., My name is RAM, I can write ‘A’.
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Activities And ideAs for Pre-PrimAry  
reAdiness indicAtors

Social-Emotional Development
Indicator
 1. Can use the toilet independently.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
Observation

● The teacher will ask the questions like:
 ¾ If you want to take bath where will you go?
 ¾ Where will you go for toilet?
 ¾ Where is the toilet situated in our school?

Indicator
 2. Washes hands before and after meals without reminders.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
Observation

● Teacher will provide water and soap to children and 
observe whether they are washing their hands before 
and after meal or not.

Indicator
 3. Can complete hygiene tasks after using toilet.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
Observation

● Teacher will ensure proper supply of water in toilet and 
observe that child has completed the hygiene task after 
using the toilet.

Indicator
 4. Shows confidence in his/her abilities and express pride 

in accomplishments.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas

Observation

● Teacher will give different tasks to children and observe 
the children.

● Teacher will give worksheets for coloring and ask 
children to color them properly. Then observe that after 
finishing the coloring work whether child expresses 
pride in accomplishment or not.

● Teacher will give blocks to children and tell them to 
make a tower and encourage  children to talk about.

● Teacher will give 6-8 piece puzzle to child and tell him/
her to fix it.

● In lunch time after finishing the lunch, whether children 
shows their  lunch box and tell teacher that they had 
finished their lunch. And if they had not finished their 
lunch they will tell teacher why they have not finished.

Indicator
 5. Put toys/play materials back to the storage without 

close supervision.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Teacher will give toys and musical instruments to 
children and observe that before starting the next 
activity whether children put the toys back to storage 
or not.

● Teacher will give crayons for coloring from color box. 
Then after finishing the coloring work whether children 
put the crayons in the color box or not.

● Children will take picture books from book rack and 
after seeing the books whether they put the books back 
in the rack or not.

Indicator
 6. Separates from familiar people, places or things.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas

Observation

● Teacher will see that when child comes to school with 
her/his parents she/he separates from parents or not.

● After coming to school in the morning children keep 
their water bottles and lunch boxes in the rack or not.

● In the morning child puts away his/her school bag or 
not.

Indicator
 7. States her/his first and last name and age.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Teacher will ask the child, what is your name? Then 
she observes that the child reply in one word or full 
sentence. e.g, ‘My name is Anil Kumar or he replies 
only Anil’.

● Then she asks, how old are you? Child replies, I am five 
years old or she says only five.

● Same question will be asked by another teacher, or 
Principal or any other visitor then teacher will observe 
child’s reply.

● Child gives his/her introduction in the school 
programme or on stage or outside the classroom.

Indicator
 8. Tells locality name where her/his home is located 

(when a child is able to give/tell where her/his home is 
located).

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Teacher will ask the child, where do you live? Then 
observe whether a child is able to tell only name of the 
locality or the full address. e.g, I live in Saket or I live in 
House No. 8 sector 12 Saket.
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● The child is comfortable in telling her/his address to 
teacher or any other person also.

Indicator
 9. Expresses feelings, needs and also opinions.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation

● Teacher will take the children outside the classroom/
school and observe that he/she shows his/her 
happiness or not.

● When teacher or any other student wears something 
new or attractive, child express his/her feelings towards 
them or not? e.g, ‘today you are looking good madam’ 
or ‘you are wearing a pretty saree’. ‘Reema your new 
hair band is very beautiful’.

● Teacher will give some paper pasting work to child and 
if child needs some glue or a particular colored paper, 
he/she asks for it or not?

● Provide opportunities for ‘pretend play’.
● Let children use sequence stories about feelings.
● Encourage children to talk about what they like and 

what they don’t like.

Indicator
 10. Demonstrates sympathy and care for others.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● If any child starts crying or looks sad, he/she asks, 
“what happened to you and tries to help him/her also.

● Tell teacher when another child is hurt/upset.
● Role play emotions while playing with dolls and using 

puppets.

Indicator
 11. Works on an activity till completion for 15 to 20 minutes.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas

● Provide plenty of time for outdoor activities so that their 
energy gets channelized (movement activates the brain).

● Build snake, ladoo and roti with clay.
● Do art and craft activities such as tear the paper and 

paste it in the picture.
● Provide jigsaw puzzles, matching picture/card.
● Play ‘Follow Directions’ game.
● Offer children choices.

Indicator
 12. Likes to make decisions with other children.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation

● ‘Let’s see the picture’.
● ‘Let’s make a train and play’.
● ‘Let’s play ghar-ghar. Ritu you become Mummy and 

Rohit you will be Papa and I am your child’.

Indicator
 13. Joins in conversation during meal times.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation

● During the lunch time children converse with each 
other. e.g,

 ¾ ‘You have got the new lunch box’.
 ¾ ‘My mummy gave me noodles today’.
 ¾ ‘I brought bread-jam today’.

● Children converse on general topics also.

Indicator
 14. Says ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ without reminders.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas

Observation

● Teacher will say, ‘sit down children’ and whether 
children will reply thank you or not.

● If teacher gives some toys and picture books to children 
and whether they reply thank you or not.

● Child asks his friend, “Rohan please give me your 
crayon or please give me some chips”.

● Child says, “I want to sit with you please”.
● Create situations in a role play where children use 

these words.

Indicator
 15. Follow the rules for different activities and is aware of 

the daily routine of the school.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation

● Children can differentiate in assembly bell, lunch time 
and school closing bell.

● Children come one by one for taking different things 
like crayons, [paper, work-sheets etc.]

Indicator
 16. Accepts changes made by teacher in daily programme 

and routines.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation

● Happy to participate in story dramatisation.
● Happily and actively participate in festival celebrations 

like Diwali, Holi, Eid and Christmas.
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Indicator
 17. Demonstrates increased independence in school.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation

● After the task/play, puts back her/his toys.
● Extends help in setting the table during nutrition time.
● Provide age-appropriate tasks and activities so as to 

encourage success.
● Assign simple and small responsibilities and allow 

children to handle simple tasks and skills all by 
themselves (close supervision).

Indicator
 18. Able to recognise teachers/heads.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● ‘In the absence of the class teacher, which teacher came 
to your class and what did she tell’?

● Willingly passes a message or a thing to a particular 
teacher or head of the school.

Indicator
 19. Draws a picture of self.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Draw a picture of yourself on the paper by your 
imagination.

● Draw a picture of yourself while looking at your 
photograph.

Indicator
 20. Asks permission to use things/belonging to others.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas

● ‘Can you please give me some biscuits’?
● ‘Please give me your toy, I  want to play with it’.
● ‘I have finished my water, can you give me some water’?
● ‘Can I use your pencil because my pencil is broken’?

Indicator
 21. Responds to a specific need/desire when expressed by 

another child.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● When asked for pencil or eraser, child answers, ‘no I 

will not give you my pencil you will lose it’.
● ‘Yes you can take it but return it to me after finishing 

your work’.
● Child will ask, “Will you share your lunch with me? And 

teacher will observe”.

Indicator
 22. Asks adults for help when needed.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● ‘Teacher can you open my bag’.
● ‘I have lost my pencil can you help me to find it’.
● ‘Teacher can you help me to complete this puzzle’.

Indicator
 23. Take turns and engage in cooperative activities with 

two or more children with a minimal amount of conflict.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● Teacher will draw a straight line on the floor and  

children will walk on it. (Turn wise)
● Make a train of 6 children and let them go around.
● Two children will hold a rope and other children will 

jump over the rope turn by turn.
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● Make a circle and pass the ball to the next child and 
so on.

Physical and Motor Development

Gross motor skills

Indicator
 1. Pedals and steers sharp corners and obstacles.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

Observation
● Provide tricycles and open space.

Indicator
 2. Throws a ball over-hand and under-hand for a distance 

of at least two yards.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Two children will stand at a distance of two yards facing 
each other. One child will make a circle. Teacher will 
stand in the centre. Children will throw ball towards 
teacher turn wise and teacher will catch it.

● Draw a circle on the wall and ask children to hit the 
ball in circle.

Indicator
 3. Aims at a target such as throwing a ball in the tub.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Ask the children to throw a ball in the bucket.
● Hang a cycle tyre and ask children to throw the ball 

through the tyre.
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● Ask the children to roll the ball from under the chair 
through the legs of a child.

Indicator

 4. Catches a ball in hands, arms flexed.

 5. Bounces the ball continuously in stable position.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● One child will throw the ball and other child will catch 
it.

● Hit the ball on the wall and catch it.

● Throw the ball through hanging tyre and other child 
will catch it.

Indicator

 6. Climbs up and down stairs, one foot per step, without 
adult assistance.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Ask the children to climb up five stairs by counting and 
come down one foot per step.

Indicator

 7. Walks along wide beam/wooden plank such as edge of 
stand-box.

  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas
● Two children will stand on extreme end of a wooden 

plank or a wide beam. Ask one child to walk on that 
beam and touch the other child and come back.

● Put a basket full of toys on one end of the beam and ask 
one child to go on beam up to the basket and pick one 
toy and come back.

Indicator
 8. Jumps over a stationary rope held 6 inches above the 

ground.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● Provide physical games for  jumping skills.

Indicator
 9. Can imitate movements and move in different directions 

such as tip-toe, zig-zag, forwards and backwards.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● Draw a zig-zag line on floor and ask children to walk on 

the line.
● Draw a straight line on the floor and ask children to go 

forward 10 steps and come backward 10 steps, other 
children will count

● Ask children to walk on tip-toe.

Indicator
 10. Balance on one foot for a longer time (5-10 seconds).
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Provide Gross motor games such as hopscotch game.
● Keep a toy at the finish line and ask children to balance 

on one foot from the ‘start line’ and go to pick the toy (vary 
the distance according to the age and developmental 
level of children).
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Indicator
 11. Swings from a branch of the tree/jungle/gym given 

independently.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Observe children on jungle gym and other such 
equipments.

Fine motor skills

Indicator
 12. Fixes puzzles of 8 –12 pieces.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Ask the children to hold the knob of puzzle pieces 
properly and fix it in proper place.

● Encourage children to pick the puzzle pieces (without 
knob) properly and fix it in proper place.

Indicator
 13. Rolls clay/plasticine/dough and creates objects on 

their own.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Provide clay to the children and encourage them to roll 
it.

● Tell children to make anything with clay and ask them 
to describe.

Indicator
 14. Begins to establish right or left dominance that shows 

preference for using right/left hand more strongly than 
the other.

  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and ideas
● Observe children:

 ¾ When they are eating.
 ¾ When they are playing with toys.
 ¾ When they are doing art activities.

  (Provide enough space for children)

Indicator
 15. Holds a crayon with grasp of fingers in opposition to 

thumb.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● Observe children when:

 ¾ They are coloring.
 ¾ They are pretending to write.
 ¾ They are doing tracing activity.

Indicator
 16. Holds paper in place with one hand while writing with 

the other.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● Observe children when:

 ¾ They are coloring or drawing.
 ¾ They are doing pattern writing/making strokes.
 ¾ They are tracing.

Indicator
 17. Laces lacing board (Montessori apparatus).
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas
● Teacher can also prepare these lacing cards in the 

shape of animals, letters, etc.
● Provide lacing board to children and ask them to insert 

the lace in one hole and take out from the next hole and 
continue until finish it.
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Indicator
 18. Cuts with blunt tipped scissors along a thick line.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Draw a thick straight line on a paper and ask children 
to cut along the line.

● Give different shapes like triangle, square on paper and 
ask children to cut along the line.

Indicator
 19. Strings beads with a small hole.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Ask children to make a garland with beads.
● Give some pattern like two red, two yellow and so on. Ask 

children to make same pattern with beads/bottle caps etc.
● Provide broomsticks and leaves for stringing.
● Make holes in bottle caps and let children string them.

Indicator
 20. Uses interlocking blocks to create something.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Provide interlocking blocks.

Indicator
 21. Join dots to complete picture/pattern.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Give different simple pattern of horizontal and vertical 
line in dots and ask children to join the dots.
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● Give different simple picture in dots and ask children to 
join the dots and complete the picture.

Indicator
 22. Traces on the outlines of a pattern.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Give straight or slant line pattern and ask children to 
trace on line.

● Draw some simple picture and ask children to trace on 
line.

Indicator
 23. Copies correctly (from board/books/worksheets).
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and ideas

● Give some pattern (worksheet) and ask children to 
copy. Example –

● Draw some pattern on black board and ask children to 
copy it.

Cognitive Development

Indicators
 1. Shows interest and curiosity in people, things and the 

world around her/him.
 2. Explores and experiments with materials in new ways 

and find alternative solutions to problems.
 3. Uses prior knowledge to understand new experience.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and Ideas

● Refer to Activities given under Pre-primary Readiness 
Indicators.

Indicator
 4. Attends to a task/activity even when encounters 

difficulties.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Provide age appropriate challenging activities.
● Praise and encourage children for their efforts.

Indicator
 5. Arranges toys/objects according to size (in order) such 

as big to small, etc.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Let children seriate balls from smallest to biggest or 
duplicate sizes can be matched.

● Cans or boxes can be seriated from smallest to biggest 
by placing them inside one another.

● Cut out of geometric shapes (made up of wood, felt, 
cardboard) can be seriated.

● Give children clay, plasticine or play dough. Let them 
roll balls of various sizes and then seriate these balls 
according to sizes.

● Look for objects available in the classroom i.e., lunch 
boxes, bottles, bottle caps, toys for ordering activities.

Indicator
 6. Uses words like ‘more’ or ‘less’.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Make a series of cards with trees cut from felt paper. 
Glue these trees on the cards. Cut apples from red felt 
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paper. Ask children to put apples on the trees and then 
arrange/order in sequence. Also ask them to make 
comparisons between trees, such as ‘more than’, ‘less 
than’, or ‘same as’. Ask children to match the number 
of apples on a given tree to the numeral.

Indicator
 7. Demonstrates the ability to correctly put an order or 

sequence up to six story pictures (from her/his left to 
right).

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Give 6 to 7 picture cards of a familiar story and ask 
them to put in a sequence.

● Later ask the child to explain the story.

Indicators
 8. Identifies and name colours.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Display basic colours at the eye-level of children.
● Play colour matching game with the children.
● Encourage the children to find circle, square triangle, 

oval shapes in the old magazines, cut them and paste 
these on the paper.

● Plan activities and games that involve children in visual 
discrimination activities:

 ¾ Matching activities (matching cards).
 ¾ Bingo games with matching colors, shapes, pictures, 

letters, numbers.
 ¾ Dominoes with matching pictures, colors, numbers, 

shapes, textures, or number of dots and so on.

Indicators
 9. Knows concept of ‘one more’ when asked to give ‘one 

more’. curiosity in people, things and the world around 
her/him.
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 10. Counts to ten by rote.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Sing Number Rhymes:
 ¾ “One Little, Two Little, Three Little Indians
  Four little, Five little, Six little Indians
  Seven little, Eight little, Nine little Indians
  Ten little Indian boys”.
 ¾ ¶/ksch vk;k /ksch vk;k

diM+s yk;k diM+s yk;k
fdrusa diM+s yk;k fdrusa diM+s yk;kA¸
1] 2] 3]
4] 5] 6]
7] 8] 9]
10 vkSj cl

● Plan a structured activity such as ‘fishing game’. Attach 
a magnet onto a fishing stick and prepare at least 10 
fishes using cardboard and attach a paper clip in each 
fish mouth. Then ask a children to count the number 
of fish they catch using the fishing stick.

● Involve children in counting the number of children 
present in the class each day. Make one child a leader 
every day. Help the child to know where to start counting. 
Ask the child to go around the circle, touching each 
child and saying the number in order. Later ask one 
child to count all the girls and another child to count all 
the boys. (Also for one-to-one correspondence).

Indicator
 11. Is able to identify shapes.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Circulate objects of different shapes among children. 
Let children feel the shape within the box and then 
reports the item felt.

● Provide cut-outs of various shapes i.e., umbrella shape, 
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fish shape, shoe shape etc and let children feel them 
one by one and identify.

 ● Shape collage: Let children paste different shaped 
pieces of paper on the chart paper.

 ● Matching Shapes: Let children match cut outs of shapes.
 ● Shape dominoes: Make a set of 28 that includes seven 

different shapes, each domino having two shapes. 
When the game is played, matching shapes are placed 
in adjacent positions.

● Let children copy shapes.
● Let children trace shapes using three-dimensional 

shapes of animals or other things.
● Use cookie cutters for tracing shapes.
● Shape folding.

Indicator
 12. When asked, she/he is able to give you; one object, two 

objects and three objects.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Draw a line with numerals in the proper sequence on 
the floor. Let the child stand on a numeral and say, 
“move ahead two numerals- and now move back three;

● -Ask which numeral are you standing on?
● Let children count and string beads in a sequence for 

e.g. one yellow-two red-one yellow-two red and so on.
● Provide a flannel board along with felt numerals and felt 

shapes for e.g. trees, apples, flowers, etc. Encourage the 
children arrange these shapes into sets representing 
each numeral. For e.g. for the numeral 1, one tree; for 
the numeral 2, two flowers and so on.

● Let children play with “objects- numeral” domino.
● Make number booklets with pictures from magazines.

Indicator
 13. Uses one-to-one correspondence in counting objects 

and matching group of objects.
  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and Ideas

● Create an environment so that your children can 
experience one-to-one correspondence in their play.

● Read with the children a story such as ‘Goldilocks and 
The Three Bears’. Count with the children the number 
of books, chairs and beds in the house. Discuss with 
that each bear has his bowl, chair, and a bed according 
to their size. Provide cut-outs of all these and a flannel 
board. Observe to see if children match each bear with 
the correct bowl, spoon, chair and a bed. Similarly, you 
can use the story — ‘The three little pigs’ or create your 
own story.

● Provide opportunities for informal one-to-one 
correspondence activities each day such as:

 ¾ Ask a child to give each child a plate during nutrition 
time.

 ¾ Preferably there should one hook for each child so 
that each child will put her/his bag to one hook.

 ¾ Distributing toffees to each child.
 ¾ Ask one child to distribute apron to each child during 

nutrition time.
 ¾ Plan and prepare worksheets for one-to-one 

correspondence, for example, draw one ball under 
each bat, one flower for each twig, etc.

 ¾ Keep 5 glasses in a row, ask a child to keep a straw 
in each glass.

 ¾ Keep 5 (then 10) bottle caps or beads/buttons on 
the table. Ask a child to touch and count the objects.

Indicator
 14. Demonstrates an eagerness and interest by asking 

questions and adding ideas.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Provide a happy and stress free environment where 
children feel free to ask questions.

● Talk frequently to children.
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● Listen to children carefully
● Encourage children to ask questions and give their 

ideas- “by giving sentence to an incomplete story”; by 
framing “what will happen if type of questions’’.

Indicator
 15. Understands and uses the positional words (above/

below, near/far, in/out) correctly.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Ask the children to place/keep objects like pebble in 
the box, out of the box, keep a flower near the pebble or 
far away from the glass.

● Include lots of activities /games, songs and finger plays 
to teacher, direction, position, size and comparison.

Examples are:
 1. “This is the way we pump tyre
  Pump tyre
  Pump tyre
  Pump tyre
  This is the way we pump tyre and it goes
  Puncture makes the tyre low and it goes
  Shshhhhhhhh”
 2. ¶baph feaph edM+k

Åij p<+ x;k
Tkksj ls vkbZ ckfj'k] edM+k Hkhx x;k
baph feaph edM+k
jksus yxk
Åij fudyk lwjt
EkdM+k lw[k x;k
fiQj baph feaph edM+k
Åij p<+ x;k
uhps Åij mldk tkyk cqu x;kA¸

● Take real and concrete objects and put them in activities 
and games to teach direction, position, size, and 
comparison. For example, during circle time, give each 
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child a paper ball/small block. Ask them to put the block/
paper ball behind their backs, in front of them, on their 
heads, below their nose, under their chairs and so on.

● During story-telling draw children’s attention to 
positions, direction, size and comparison.

Indicator
 16. Classifies a group of objects by one property and then 

by another.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Refer to activities given under Pre-primary Readiness 
Indicators.

● Encourage children to classify/sort their socks on 
the basis of their color. Similarly you can also ask to 
sort their shoes according to their types (sport shoes, 
sandals, slippers) by their colour or by shoe fasteners 
i.e., whether there is a shoe lace/velcro.

● Picture cards (transport, fruits, vegetables, insects, 
animals, people etc.) Invite children to put all the 
pictures of fruits in one box and all the pictures of 
vegetables in one box.

Or
● Create a board that is divided and decorated into 3 

sections i.e., land, sky and water. Then invite the child 
(one at a time) to find the cut outs of animal/transport 
and keep them in the appropriate section/place.

● Provide variety of buttons and invite children to sort 
these by shape, colour, size and number of holes in the 
button. (You need to be careful to see that nobody puts 
the button in their mouth. Give instructions beforehand 
but careful supervision is required).

● Collect lots of coloured bottle caps. Invite to sort them 
by colour irrespective of their sizes.

Indicators
 17. Extends patterns with objects/shape cut outs or creates 

simple patterns on her/his own.
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 18. Repeats a series of four digit numerals.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Strings beads in which a sequence of two or more 
colours is repeated.

● Makes a row of different shapes in a pattern form (circle-
triangle-square-circle-triangle-square and so on).

Indicator
 19. Associates a number of objects with symbols for 

numbers.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Use concrete objects and give children numeral to 
match such as five pebbles or beads with card which 
has five (5) written on it. Do similar activities.

● Do worksheets where children match pictures to 
numbers.

Indicator
20.  Understands and uses present, past and future tense 

and time words.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Refer to activities for language and literacy skills given 
under Pre-primary Readiness.

Indicator
 21. Works on 10 –12 piece puzzles.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Keep a variety of puzzles (simple to complex, with knobs 
– without knobs, floor puzzles, inset board puzzles, 2 
piece – 6 piece puzzle).
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● Demonstrate how to work with puzzle.
● Provide and change puzzles according to children’s 

abilities and interests.
● Provide 3 dimensional puzzles also.
● Create simple mazes (worksheet and floor maze).
● Ask problem solving questions:
● What will you do if………?
● What will you do if you get locked inside the classroom?

Indicators
 22. Draws a three part person.
 23. Draws or constructs that represent something specific.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Provide opportunities for free-hand drawing in a stress 
free environment.

● Encourage children to draw their favourite fruit, 
vegetable.

● Encourage children to draw her/his family/friend/pet.

Language and Literacy skills

Listening and speaking skills
Model good use of language while providing opportunities for 
listening and speaking.

Plan play based meaningful literary experiences. Take 
care to accommodate the special needs of children with 
disabilities based on their existing strengths and weaknesses.

Indicator
 1. Answers questions that shows her/his complete 

thought. e.g., “If you give me doll then I will…..” ; “I 
want red and yellow color crayon” .

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Teacher will say half sentence and children will complete 
it such as “Today is my birthday, I want to wear...”
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● Create a market scene in the class. Children will share 
their thought. Example — ‘I want to take that ball, you 
can take other one’, or if you give me one rupee, I will 
buy pencil.

● Take the children outside the classroom and ask them 
to observe the environment.  Ask some question like – 
what you see in the sky? What are the things around 
you? etc.

● Ask children to observe the classroom and find out if 
anything new displayed or any interesting thing they 
like.

● Sing poems/ songs slowly leaving gaps and invite 
children to join in.

● Encourage children to listen and move to the beat of 
the music.

● Let children listen to a variety of sounds in their 
environment and encourage them to describe and 
identify them.

● Provide small group activities and encourage children 
to listen to each other.

● Read stories to children.
● Talk frequently to children.

Indicator
 2. Uses short sentences in conversation. e.g. “I want to 

play posham pa when we go outside”.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Observe the classroom and say one sentence. Example- 
“i like this animal chart”, “see this beautiful doll”, 
“blocks are lying here” etc.

● Ask simple questions and encourage children to answer 
in small sentence such as ‘Do you want to draw?’.

● See the picture and say one to two sentences.
● Provide lots of opportunities to children to talk to 

different people for e.g. in one-to-one, small group and 
whole group situations.

● Play ‘I spy’ language games with children.
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Indicator
 3. Joins simple sentences together to describe a past or 

present action of experience. E.g., “I went to the market 
yesterday”, “I am going to the market”.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● ‘Aaz ki taaza khabar’ — Teacher will encourage children 
to tell something what happened today/yesterday.

● Do conversation with children and encourage them to 
share their experiences.

● Teacher will ask to recap the activities that have been 
done yesterday and encourage them to think and tell 
what they want to do today.

● Involve children in ‘Free Conversation’ to tell their daily 
early morning sequence routine. For example, “getting 
up, wishing everybody, going to toilet, brushing teeth...”

Indicator
 4. Follows commands/directions with more than two 

steps. e.g., “Put your drawing on the table, clear your 
space and wash your hands”.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● While giving instructions to colour and cut the picture 
the teacher says,— “First colour the picture and then 
cut”, and similarly encourage them to follow two 
instructions at a given time.

● Give directions like — “Take the chalk from the box and 
draw a ball on the black board”.

● ‘Take the ball from the rack and give it to your friend’;
● ‘Bring the beads and thread and make red colored 

garland’;
● Play a game such as “Shivaji says” (adopted Indian 

version of “Simon says”) that involve following directions 
in sequence. Always begin with simple directions and 
then increase the number of directions. When play 
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“Shivaji says” with children, always include “Shivaji 
says” is included before the direction. For example, 
“Shivaji says”, touch your feet (children will follow the 
direction).

● Include going to trips/nutrition time to involve “following 
directions”.

Indicator
 5. Is able to identify and discriminate the different 

sounds. e.g., “Close your eyes and listen to the sounds 
of environment”; listen to the sounds of vehicles/
animals/birds/objects.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Play simple different instrumental music and encourage 
children to listen and identify the different instruments 
being played.

● Refer to Activities and Ideas for Pre-primary Readiness 
Indicators.

Indicators
 6. Asks questions for a variety of purposes using ‘what’, 

‘who’, etc. (for direction, for help, for obtaining 
information, etc.). e.g., “where did the sun go, when it 
gets dark?’; “What is there for lunch?”; “Who is this 
animal”.

 7. Listens to story for 15 –20 minutes.
 8. Participates during story-telling time by interacting. 

e.g., “answers questions related to story; asks questions 
during read-aloud session, then what happened?...; 
acts out familiar story during story dramatisation.

 9. Retells parts of a story with prompts.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● While narrating the story ask the children ‘what’ will 
happen next in the story.
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● After completing the story ask children — ‘why, what, 
who’ questions.

● Ask children to repeat the story.
● Show the children a ‘conversation chart’ (any descriptive 

picture) and ask questions from that chart.

Indicator

 10. Listens to and repeats rhymes/songs.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● The teacher can sing familiar rhymes and songs.
● Provide lots of opportunities for music and movement 

activities.
● Do lot of group singing and recitation.

Indicator

 11. Describes objects by function. e.g, ‘takes refrigerator as 
a cooking object’.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● ‘Show and Tell’— Teacher shows any objects such as – 
toys, picture and asks the children to talk about it.

● Teacher will ask the children to find out any object they 
like and talk about.

● Put some objects in a feely bag. Children will pass it 
with music. As the music stops, the child who has got 
the bag will take out any one objects from the bag and 
will describe that object.

● Talk frequently to children.

Indicator

 12. Understands rhyming words. e.g., “words which sound 
like cat, rat, sat.

  _____________________________________________________
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Activities and Ideas

● Teacher will recite two line rhymes and indicate the 
rhyming words;

● Encourage children to repeat the rhyming word, such 
as —‘Cat, Rat, Bat; ... and so on.

● Show the children a ‘ picture conversation chart’ (any 
descriptive picture) and ask questions from that picture.

Indicator
 12. Expresses her/his thoughts and share experiences. e.g, 

“on something they have made’; experiences at home”.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas 

● Teacher will provide opportunities for communication, 
talking, listening and thinking.

● Story making:  Make children sit in a circle and let each 
child give one sentence and create a story by linking 
with previously said sentence.

● By modeling good communication.
● By providing an environment that motivates children 

to interact with each other and the adult, and also with 
the objects.

● Taking turns in ‘conversation’.
● Encourage children to share their feelings, thoughts 

and ideas through ‘story-telling’, music and movement 
activities, role play, art activities and responding to 
these experiences.

● Providing and creating literary experiences through 
story, poems, rhymes, songs and dramatisation

● Encourage children to talk about their drawings. e.g, 
what they have drawn, what they like.

Reading Readiness

Indicators
 1. Demonstrates an interest in reading. e.g., look at 

reading materials; attempts to re-read familiar text 
read by the teacher.
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 2. Shows awareness of how print works and understands 
that print carries a message. e.g., “moves her/his finger 
on the text from left to right as she/he pretends to read”. 
Start at the beginning of the book; turn the pages in the 
correct order; Recognises that print uses letters, words, 
space between words.

 3. Handles and cares for books in a respectful manner. 
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Read to your children each day. Discuss how to take 
proper care of the books.

● Display books at the eye level in the Language and 
Literacy Area in such a way that children can see their 
covers.

● DEAR — Drop Everything And Read — in class 
encourage children to go through reading material 
(books) everyday. 

● Encourage children to tell stories using the pictures in 
the books.

● Give children books with large print and good 
illustrations.

● Distribute Cards with pictures and words and encourage 
children to identify and try and associate.

● Give opportunity to handle the book and encourage 
children to turn the page properly.

● Provide opportunities to make children aware of the 
variety of symbols (numbers, pictures, print).

● Display photographs of children with their names 
written next to them.

● Draw children’s attention to print as part of their daily 
games and activities.

● Create a ‘Reading Area’ and provide frequent 
opportunities to look at/read books.

● Let them write (pretend) — shopping list, writing a 
greeting card etc.

● Make and display signs, labels and charts.
● Plan pleasurable and fun reading activities.
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● As you read stories, move your index finger along under 
the print in order to reinforce how the reading moves 
along.

Indicator
 4. Begins to understand that :  A story has a beginning, a 

middle, an end.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Make story-telling a daily activity.
● Give some character and encourage children to create 

a story.
● Encourage children to narrate stories in proper 

sequence.
● Ask children to sequence the events with the help of 

story cards.
● Let children practice telling the story in the order it was 

read to them — from the beginning to the middle — to 
the end.

● After a story with a definite sequence of events, let the 
children recall the events in the order in which they 
occurred.

● Sequence stories in workbooks or cartoons could be 
used.

Indicators
 5. Shows growing awareness of the initial sounds of words.
 6. Differentiates and identifies the sounds of letters. e.g., 

B says ^c*, P says ^i*.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Ask children to identify picture using picture cards and 
the words written below and ask the child the initial 
sound of the word BAT.

● Label the objects in classroom environment, schools 
(‘black board’, chair etc.)
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● Create and set up a print-rich environment. This will 
also help and support English language learners. Label 
the materials and schemes using appropriate words with 
the pictures. Use more real/create objects and pictures 
and label them. Respect the children’s home language.

● Create/adopt an environment and play such activities 
where all children can experience joy and success.

● Encourage children to tell the first sound of their own 
name and say one word with that sound.

● Draw children’s attention to letters and sounds in a 
print rich environment.

● Play games based on phonics, relate letters to the 
sounds they hear in the word.

● Encourage to name all the objects in a classroom that 
begin with the same letter/sound.

● Play “rhyming word” game and sing rhymes. Ask 
children to pick out words that rhyme.

● Say the letters along as you write a child’s name on 
their art-work/worksheet etc.

● Sound discrimination games. For example: “Call 
attention to children’s names that begin with the same 
letter sound”.

Indicator
 7. Predicts the story of events by looking at illustrations, 

acts out important/main events of a familiar story. e.g., 
“use the cover pictures to determine the story”.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Show the children pictures in the story book and ask 
related simple questions.

● Ask the children to pick a character they would like to 
be. Ask them to do conversation according to character.

● Show two masks of main characters of any story which 
you have already told and ask children to guess the 
name of the story.

● Ask children to look at the cover. Ask, “what do you 
think this story book might be about?”.
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● Brainstorm at child’s level what might happen in the 
story. Discuss the pictures.

● Ask, “can you make some predictions?”.
● Before beginning to tell a certain story, encourage 

children to look at the cover of a story book and think/
predict what they think the story is about.

● While reading a story to your children pause a bit and 
ask children what they think will happen next.

Indicator
 8. Identifies and names most letters of the alphabet in 

different contexts. e.g., identify letters by names on 
labels in different areas; in chart poems and stories; in 
big books; cut-outs of letters and manipulative letters 
in letter play; identify the sound that is represented by 
a letter. My name starts with ‘j’ – Rani.

  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Label the environment such as ‘door’, ‘chair’, ‘window’, 
and so on.

● Have a print-rich environment in your classroom.
● Give them passages from old magazines and papers 

and ask them to circle the letter.
● Cooking activity (non fire) e.g., for letter ‘B’ take butter 

and bread and ask children to butter the bread and eat 
for breakfast.

● Ask the child to identify the first letter of her/his own 
name and search the same letter in labeling of different 
objects.

● Show letter cards to children and ask them to find out 
the same letter in classroom environment.

● Let children point to words in a story/rhyme that begin 
with the same letter.

● Display and use common grocery and household items 
to point out letter and words.

● Play games such as pointing out all of the ‘P’ words that 
you see on signs/stores/shop names etc.
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● Encourage children to see you as you write their name 
along with their logo to label their drawers/lockers, 
work-sheets/portfolios, poem book, aprons, name 
cards and so on.

● Provide magnetic letters, alphabet puzzles to play with.
● Provide alphabet blocks, alphabet printing block that 

can be used to print letters on a paper.
● Creating letters from clay/ plasticine/ play dough.
● Display alphabet at eye level.
● Write a letter on the board. Give a page of the book to 

each child and a marker or highlighter. Invite children 
to look at the letter on the board then ask them to find 
the same letter in the given page and highlight the 
several of the same letters.

Indicator
 9. Understands the meaning of a story. e.g, the child is 

able to explain the story.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Provide enough opportunities for story-telling activities; 
retelling the stories; retelling through story cards.

● Help your children to reflect on what you have read.
● Plan dramatisation and encourage your children to act 

it out.
● Encourage the children to retell their favorite story or 

favorite part of any story.
● Play story props such as toy boy and different animals. 

Allow the children to play with the props in their own 
way. You can also provide a doll, 3 bears, and 3 bowls 
of different sizes. Observe your children if they use the 
props to tell/dramatise the story.

● (These are suggestions for story and props, you may 
use any other story book familiar and popular among 
children and keep the related props).

● Cut up nursery rhymes into verses first, then into lines, 
and reassemble.

● Cut up simple stories with pictures and reassemble.
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Indicator
 10. Retells stories in proper sequences that have been read 

by the teacher using pictures in the books.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Read sequence based stories and story cards.
● Same as given under indicators 4, 7 and 9.
● Provide opportunities for enacting their favorite stories, 

children have heard being read aloud.
● Encourage children to recall the sequence of events.
● Prepare simple sequence recipe cards with simple one 

line direction in card. (Remember your children cannot 
read, you only read to create a print-rich classroom). 
Use both written words and picture or illustrations of 
the steps in the recipe. Then encourage the child to 
collect materials step by step to make a dish (non fire 
cooking) by following the recipe chart or recipe cards.

● Same as given under indicators 4,7 and 9.
● Provide opportunities for enacting their favorite stories 

children have heard being read aloud.
● Keep flannel board along with the cut-outs of story 

characters from a book in the language and literacy 
area. Observe children when they use the cut-outs 
and if they retell the story in sequence. (Keep changing 
the cut-outs of characters after 10/15 days or as per 
demand by the children).

Indicator
 11. Can recite 6-8 lines rhymes/poems in rhythm. 
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Refer to indicator 10 under listening and speaking skill 
and activities of Pre-Primary Readiness.

● Include theme-based poems and songs. Sing both 
familiar and new songs, finger-plays in your daily ECE 
programme.
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● Send photocopies of the poem/rhymes finger-plays to 
home and include them in the monthly planner which 
you send to parents.

● Invite parents in a school workshop and teach them the 
tune of songs, poems and finger plays.

● Prepare charts of favorite poems and nursery rhymes 
to use it with children (moving your finger underneath) 
while singing in a large group. Laminate these charts for 
durability. Use pictures and illustrations for the chart, 
keep these 2–3 charts in the language and literacy area 
and observe if children use these charts to recite/sing.
(keep changing the charts after a week/15 days)

Indicator
 12. Recognises own name in print. e.g, reads the letters in 

his/her name written in their notebooks.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Prepare name cards with logos for each child. Use the 
name cards during attendance or roll-call time; for 
placing 5–6 name cards in the different activity areas, 
during the table activities etc.

● Create a reading area.
● Involve children in such activities related to reading 

readiness, so that they become familiar with print.
● Provide a print-rich environment and draw children’s 

attention towards print.
● Plan meaningful emergent literacy activities.
● Ask children to match similar letters.
● Do sight-reading activities.
● Continue to read books to children as this is the best 

way to introduce children to literacy.
● Encourage and help them notice a particular 

configuration of letters e.g, letters in their name and 
name of a favorite biscuit packet.

● Play matching game with letters, pictures and objects.
● Provide letter name card with child’s photo or logo.
● Provide a word wall at eye level of the children.
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Indicator
 13. Recognises individual words in sentences. e.g, 

recognises the words like, in, on, etc in a sentence.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Create a ‘word wall’ (simple) at the child’s eye level.
● Give some word cards like is, an, on, at, is, to and letter 

card like b, e, a, i to children. Children will make some 
words by joining letter card.

● Encourage them to pick out words that rhyme.
● Foster their interest in symbols with words from their 

immediate surroundings by naming objects around 
them.

● While read aloud, point to pictures and words.
● Refer to activities given under indicator 11.
● Before telling a story, always discuss (model) how to 

use the books.
 ¾ Introduce the cover.
 ¾ Demonstrate the beginning and carefully turning 

each page.
 ¾ Telling the story by moving your index finger 

underneath the words.
 ¾ Show how after reading the book, keeping the books 

back to the shelf/book-rack.

Writing Readiness

Indicator
 1. Demonstrates interest in writing.
  _____________________________________________________

Activities and Ideas

● Read stories by moving your finger underneath the 
sentence and talk about the illustration of the story.

● Making shopping list/list for picnic items together.
● Write in front of a child.
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● Write child’s name in front of her whenever possible.
● Create stories with children and write single-sentence 

stories for children in front of them and then read them 
together.

● Play a game of trying to write ‘My own sentence’.
● Provide writing templates/letter stencil.
● Provide tracing activities.
● Colouring inside the letter.
● Let child experiment with writing. Provide variety of 

thick crayons and markers.

● Make the children with visual impairment sit near you.
● Include books with bold and large prints for children with 

visual impairment.
● Plan to take your children frequently to the children’s 

section of the library so that they will understand the 
importance of area.

● Ask parents about children’s favorite books/story books. 
Also send home notes listing children’s favorite books.

● Invite parents/other family members to visit the classroom 
and tell a story to children. Book their visits in a calendar.
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Annexure I
Identification Children with Special Needs

In general, the more severe the disability, the earlier and more 
easily it can be detected (i.e. severe disabilities are likely to 
be detected at birth or soon thereafter). The more subtle the 
problem, the more difficult it is to detect and the later it is 
likely to be identified. 

Identification needs to be quick and simple to administer 
by someone who works with the child on a daily basis, low 
cost, and easy to interpret. In addition, it is important to see 
that there should not be too many children who are falsely 
identified as having a problem nor too many children who 
are not identified when in fact they have a problem.

An Early Childhood Screening Tool
Parents and other caregivers who are part of the child’s daily 
life can be important partners in the identification process. 
The child might have a problem in following areas when the 
child exhibits some of the following behaviours:

Hearing, if the child

● Does not turn towards the source of new sound or voices
● Has frequent ear infections (discharge from ear, earache)
● Does not respond when you call unless he can see you.
● Watches your lips when you speak
● Talks in a very loud or soft voice
● Does not talk or talks strangely

Seeing, if the child

● Is often unable to find small objects which he has dropped
● Has red eyes or chronic discharge from eyes, spots on 

the eyes, a cloudy appearance to eyes, or frequently rubs 
eyes and says they pain

● Often bumps into things while moving around
● Holds head in an awkward position when trying to look 

at something.
● Sometimes or always crosses one or both eyes ( after six 

months of age)
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Talking, if the child

● does not say mama (or equivalent) by 18 months of age
● cannot name a few familiar objects/people by age 2
● cannot repeat simple songs by age 3
● is not talking in short sentences by age 4
● is not understood by people outside the family by age 5
● is talking differently from other children of the same age.

Understanding, if the child

● does not react to own name by age 1
● cannot identify parts of face by age 3
● cannot answer simple questions by age 4
● seems to have difficulty in understanding things you are 

saying when compared to other children of the same age.

Playing, if the child

● does not enjoy playing simple waving game by age 1
● does not play with common objects (e.g. spoon and put) 

by age 2
● does not join in games with other children by age 4  

(e.g. catch, hide and seek)
● does not play like other children of the same age

Moving, if the child

● is unable to sit up unsupported by 10 months
● cannot walk without help by age 2
● cannot balance on one foot for a short time by age 4
● moves very differently from other children of the same 

age.
(Source: Early Childhood Care and Education – A Trainer’s 
Manual, University of the South Pacific, 2014 (Pgs.13–15))
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Annexure II
Suggested Material and Equipments for Different 

Developmental Areas
All the materials should be suitably modified to meet the 
needs of CWSN.

Areas of 
Development

Material and Equipment

Physical and 
Motor  
Development

(a) Gross  
Motor Skill

Fine Motor 
Skill

Social  
Development

Intellectual 
or Cognitive 
Development

Large size blocks, wheel toys, climbers, tires, balls 
of different sizes, Balance beams, ladders, jungle 
gyms, tyre structures, tunnels, slides, swings, 
sea-saws, hanging bars, pushing and pulling toys, 
tri-cycles, toy cars, trucks, aeroplanes, bean bags, 
hula hoops, ropes, balance planks

Button frames, shoes for lacing, beads for string-
ing, building blocks, puzzles, fastening frames, 
locking devices, interlocking blocks, lego blocks, 
zipping frames, sewing cards, geoboard, foam 
blocks, sieves, blunt scissors, weaving cards, ham-
mering toys, sand tools, unit and hollow blocks, 
adequate space for block building, sewing cards, 
spools to string, eye-dropper, funnel.

Activity prop boxes, including materials related to 
the child's experience, such as post office, doctor's 
kit, house-keeping materials, toy telephones, gro-
cery, puppets and puppet stage, toy money, pic-
tures of helpers, dolls, doll house, name puzzles, 
name cards, dress-me dolls, musical instruments 
and so on. 

Activities or experiences that allow two or more 
children to work and share together, discarded 
telephones, old cameras.

Sensory material (feely bag, touch cards, texture 
books, etc.) magnifying glass, dominoes, different 
shapes, colour cards, matching games, building 
block props (stop sign, toy trucks, etc.) manipu-
lative materials (puzzles, material for one-to-one 
correspondence, bingo-type games, colour lot-
to, seriated shapes, pink tower (montessori), peg 
boards, nuts and screws, inset boards, geoboard,
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Creative  
Development

colour dominoe, shape dominoe, number domi-
noe, stacking and nesting toys, counting books, 
ordering set of objects (shortest to tallest, biggest 
to smallest number rods, abacus, take apart toys), 
pan-balance, texture numerals, leaves, stones, 
pebbles, twigs, flowers, picture cards, pin-wheels, 
water-play toys, mirrors, 

• Collections of real objects for sorting and count-
ing: buttons, shells, keys, pebbles, seeds, nuts 
and so on.

• Dice

• Cuisenairre rods

• Geoboards and rubber bands

• Play money

• Balance scales

• Counting books

• Pre-number concept books

• Sound jars

• Smelling jars

• Magnets

• Funnels 

• Locks and keys

• Seeds, small containers and potting soil

Sequential thinking cards, reasoning cards and 
other such material that allow a child to reflect on, 
act on and learn from.

Varied kind of paints, varied sizes and textures of 
paper, sketch pens, markers clay (plasticine, pot-
ter's clay and home-made dough), mixing bowls, 
glue, cloth / fabric pieces, weaving frames, blunt 
scissors, thick crayons, brushes with long han-
dles, yarn / wool, rolling pins and cooking cutters, 
coloured chalks, sponges, paper plates, water col-
ours, nuts and bolts, plastic squeeze bottles, egg 
cartons, easels, open shelves, rhythm instruments
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Language  
Development

(cymbals, rhythm sticks, bells, xylophone) for music 
and movement activities, materials for making print 
(fork, rolling pin, spools, vegetables, blocks), dress up 
clothes, straws, wood scraps and any such other ma-
terials that children can use to represent their world.

Concept books, picture books, chalk board, word-less 
pictures books, on familiar subjects, story books, in-
formation books, puppets, finger puppets, dress-up 
clothes, cassettes of stories and rhymes, language 
games, picture charts for language experience, tex-
tured letters, picture dominoes, letter-picture dom-
inoe, letter-picture puzzles, puzzles of story char-
acters, story cards, finger plays, reading-readiness 
material - picture lotto games that have pictures la-
beled with words, picture dictionary, name puzzles, 
road and traffic signs, manipulative alphabet mate-
rial, old typewriter, computer, conversation charts 
on different topics, pictures of all kinds of objects, 
plants, animals and people, rhyming, sound cards, 
alphabet board, flannel board with cutouts charac-
ters, alphabet books, teacher and child made books.

Writing Readiness Material Magic slates, running 
small chalkboards, chalks, sand trays, writing tem-
plates (circle, square, triangle and clove shape), 
name cards, alphabet chart pasted on the wall in 
literacy area, bulletin board to display samples of 
childrens' writing, variety of white and coloured pa-
per, thick crayons, thick pencils, erasers, alphabet 
letter print set and stamp pad, rug, storage and 
display rack for books, discarded rubber stamps.
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Annexure III
Characteristics of Early Childhood Development

The developmental research has provided us with a picture 
of the regular development of children. All children including 
those with disabilities pass through known sequence of 
developmental stages. Within these stages, they often share 
characteristic common to many children of the same age. The 
teachers and parents need to know these characteristics in 
order to meet their needs adequately and appropriately. The 
table below describes the pattern of development of motor 
skills, socio-emotional skills, cognitive skills and language 
skills in young children. Let’s see how two to six year olds 
differ from each other as it will help you to plan the play 
activities in a well planned manner.

Normal Development Chart

2-3 year olds 3-4 year 
olds

4-5 year olds 5-6 year 
olds

Motor 
Skills

Gross 
Motor 
Skills

Runs forward 
well.

Walks on tiptoe.

Claps with music

Walks upstairs 

(both feet on 
each step) (4-6 
stairs)

Jumps in place, 
two feet together.

Throws ball over-
head 

Kicks stationary 
ball.

Short attention 
span, moving 
quickly from one 
activity another

Runs 
around 
obstacles.

Uses slide 
without 
assistance.

Walks down 
4-6 stairs 
alternating 
feet.

Balances 
on one foot 
for 5-10 
seconds.

Catches 
ball.

Steers and 
pedals 
tricycle has 
still short 
attention 
span.

Walks 
backward 
toe-heels.

Gallops to 
music

Hops one 
foot.

Bounces 
large ball.

Jumps 
forward 
effortlessly.

Throws ball 
with one 
hand to 
person 4-6 
feet away.

Catches 
small ball 
thrown from 
3 feet.

Walks on 
balance 
plank 
forward, 
backward, 
sideways.

Hops 
effortlessly.

Swings 
indepen-
dently, can 
hit ball with 
bat dribble 
and bounce 
the ball.

Longer 
attention 
span.
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Fine 
Motor 
Skills

Rolls, 
Pounds 
and 
Clay 
squee-
zes 

Turns pages.

Fill and dumps 
containers with 
sand.

Paints with a 
large brush tears 
paper.

Holds thick cray-
ons with thumb 
and fingers.

Stacks objects.

Puts small 
objects in slots, 
strings large 
beads.

Uses one hand 
consistently in 
most activities.

Balances on 
plank.

Takes off sim-
ple unfastened 
clothing.

Draws horizontal 
lines and vertical 
line 

Build 
tower of 8-9 
blocks.

Enjoy 
clay i.e. 
roll balls, 
snakes, etc.

Complete 3 
pieces puz-
zle.

Traces writ-
ing tem-
plate.

Cuts across 
paper.

Copies 
circle, and 
cross.

Uses 2 
hands 
together for 
simple ac-
tivities such 
as opening 
on bottle 
lids, using 
hammering 
toy.

Buttons 
and unbut-
tons own 
clothing.

Cuts on line.

Builds tower 
for 10 or 
more blocks.

Write a few 
upper case 
letters can 
do finger 
plays.

Draw simple 
recogniz-
able pictures 
paste and 
glues easily 
and at the 
appropriate 
place.

Colour with-
in enclosed 
space.

Copies 
square

Folds and 
creases pa-
per 3 times.

Dresses self 
without su-
pervision.

Use Velcro 
straps, tries 
to tie their 
shoes.

Cuts out 
simple 
shapes.

Has adult 
grasp of 
pencil.

Has hand-
edness well 
established 
(i.e. child is 
right or left 
handed)

Writes nu-
meral 1-10 

Writes first 
name.

Colours 
within lines 
neatly.

Writes let-
ters.

Copies tri-
angle.

Dresses self 
completely.

Socio-
emo-
tional 
Skills

Separates from 
mother to go to 
preschool.

Watches other 
children, joins

Initiates 
social inter-
action with 
another 
child.

Gets along 
well in small 
groups.

Plays simple 
table games.

Very social 
and makes 
friends 
more easily.
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sometimes in 
their play.

Defends own 
possessions 

Cannot share 
work space.

Enjoy floor 
plays.

Enjoys praise.

Helps adults 
put toys away. 

Participates in 
small group ac-
tivity (sing and 
claps) for 5-10 
minutes.

Insists on doing 
things indepen-
dently.

Uses spoon, 
spilling little.

Begins to un-
derstand clean-
liness.

Share 
toys, mate-
rials.

Enjoys 
dress-up 
clothes 
waits and 
take turns.

Enjoys 
simple 
humour.

Begins 
dramatic 
play such 
as play-
ing house, 
pretend-
ing to be 
animals.

Partici-
pates in 
small 
group 
teacher 
directed 
activity 
for 10-15 
minutes.

Washes 
hands un-
assisted.

Resolves 
problems 
with peers.

Enjoys dra-
matic play 
closer to 
reality.

Talks about 
experiences 
/ events 
and own 
feelings.

Brushes 
teeth with 
supervision.

Take and 
keep the 
material 
back at ap-
propriate 
place.

Has poise 
and con-
trol.

Plays com-
petitive 
games.

Engages in 
coopera-
tive play 
with rules 
and roles 
assigned.

Provide 
alternative 
solutions 
in difficult 
situations.

Partici-
pates in 
independ-
ent work 
for 20 
minutes.

Brushes 
teeth un-
assisted, 
supports 
and assists 
another 
child.

Cogni-
tive 
Skills

Name pictured 
objects

Has short at-
tention span.

Identifies big / 
small objects.

Touches and 
counts 1-3 ob-
jects.

Arrange 
objects in 
order of 
size (upto 
4 level).

Classifies 
objects / 
pictures in 
categories.

Matches 
identifies 
and names 
4 basic col-
ours.

Has more 
extended 
attention 
span?

Shows 
interest in 
clock and 
time like 
structured 
activities 
and atten-
tion span 
widened.
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Matches 3 
colours.

Learning is 
mostly based on 
exploration.

Identifies own 
drawing.

Names objects 
that go 
together.

Find 
difficulty in 
distinguishing 
between reality 
and fantasy 
understood 
the concept of 
“one”. 

Touches 
and 
counts 4 
or more 
objects.

Identifies 
and names 
4 colours.

Works 
on puz-
zles (4-5 
pieces).

Asks ‘why’ 
for infor-
mation.

Repeats 3 
numerals.

Continue 
to have 
difficulty 
between 
fantasy 
and real-
ity. 

Draws 
names and 
describes 
recognizable 
picture.

Knows own 
age.

Recognize 
and names 
some 
letters and 
numerals.

Knows 
home 
address.

Can 
compare 3 
pictures.

Can tell 
similarities 
and 
differences.

Can tell 
what 
material 
objects are 
made of.

Learns to 
distinguish 
between 
real and 
unreal.

Name all 
numerals 
(1-10) 
and most 
alphabet 
letters.

Completes 
puzzle of 
10 or more 
pieces.

Attention 
span 
widened.

Time 
concepts 
are 
expanding 
(Diwali 
will come 
after two 
weeks).

Lan-
guage 
Skills

Says her name.

Points to 
pictures of 
common objects 
when they’re 
named.

Talks to self in 
mirror

Says full 
name.

Talks in 
sentences 
of 4-5 
words.

Tells about 
past expe-
riences.

Can identify 
and point 
to pictures 
described.

‘Reads’ pic-
tures.

Provides 
rhyming 
word to

Retell 
story from 
picture 
book with 
reasonable 
accuracy.

Pretends 
or acts out 
a story.
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Understands 
no, not, don’t 
and can’t.

Enjoy listening 
to simple, short 
story books.

Identifies pic-
tures of action 
words (eating, 
clapping, run-
ning).

Enjoys look-
ing at picture 
books.

Verbalizes 
wants

Struggling to 
make sense of 
world.

Follows simple 
directions such 
as:

Give me the 
block.

Bring your 
shoes and 
socks.

Repeat parts 
of rhymes and 
songs.

Answers simple 
questions

What is this?

Can identify ob-
jects when told 
their use.

Continues 
to talk out 
loud to 
themselves 
as they 
play with 
materials.

Tells ac-
tion in 
picture.

Makes up 
words and 
rhymes.

Asks for 
explana-
tions.

Speech 
is under-
stand-
able but 
there are 
still some 
sound 
erasers. 

Likes to 
talk with 
adults. 
Listens 
longer to 
stories.

Sings 
simple 
nursery 
rhymes.

Under-
stand

complete a 
set i.e. bat, 
rat, …)

Asks for ex-
planations.

Well formed 
sentence 
structure.

Follows 
instructions 
in proper 
order.

Under-
stands com-
paratives 
like big, 
bigger and 
biggest.

Uses verbal 
directions 
into play 
activities.

Under-
stands 
sequencing 
of events.

Middle last

Asks when, 
how, and 
why ques-
tions.

Demon-
strates a va-
riety of uses 
for a lan-
guage such 
as getting 
information, 
expressing

Listens 
and take 
turns in 
group dis-
cussion.

Loves to 
talk.

Speaks flu-
ently and 
clearly.

Uses more 
complex 
sentences.

Asks 
meaning of 
words.

Reads 10 
common 
words.

Communi-
cates well 
with fam-
ily mem-
bers and 
friends 
and stran-
gers.
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Places object 
in, on, under, 
beside.

Can point to 
parts of the 
body.

preposi-
tions (on, 
under, 
inside)

Can point 
to small-
est of 2 
squares.

opinions 
and giving 
informa-
tions.

Identifies 
and points 
to above, 
below, top, 
bottom, 
between.

Identifies 
and points 
to some, 
most, first, 
all.

(Source: Kirsten A.Hansen, Roxane K.Kaufmann, Kate Burke Walsh; 
‘Step by Step: A program for children and Families’ published by 
children’s Resources International, Inc. in partnmership with Open 
Society Institute, New York)
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